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Abstract
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) now provide connectivity to many busi
nesses, homes and educational institutions. The wireless channel itself is plagued 
with numerous problems, such as it does not natively allow sharing of the wireless 
resource. WLAN devices utilize a complex medium access control (MAC) mechanism 
to allow multiple users to share the wireless resource. The distributed coordination 
function (DCF) is the most commonly used multiple access scheme in WLANs and a 
member of the 802.11 standard [1].

In this thesis, two major roles of MAC protocols are examined: maximizing net
work throughput and service differentiation. Firstly, a novel MAC scheme is proposed 
that makes use of Multiple-Input, Multiple-Output (MIMO) antenna technology to 
improve overall network throughput. The proposed MIMO-Aware MAC (MA-MAC) 
scheme utilizes the beamforming feature available in MIMO systems to allow two 
simultaneous transmissions of the wireless channel overlapped in time. This results 
in increased aggregate network throughput. This proposed scheme is shown to of
fer better throughput and delay performance versus existing MAC schemes proposed 
for simultaneous transmission. In addition, this MAC scheme is able to achieve this 
performance in a manner compatible with the existing standard.

The latter part of this thesis proposes a new Time Division Multiple Access 
(TDMA) based scheme for providing video, voice and data services (also known as 
the Triple-Play services) in a point-to-multipoint network. By dynamically allocating 
transmission slots, the proposed Television TDMA (TV-TDMA) scheme is shown to 
better meet delay requirements for video and voice traffic, and is able to achieve 
higher overall saturation throughput for best-effort traffic than existing Quality of 
Service enabled protocols.

in
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) have found common place this day in age. 
This fact is not something surprising. An individual can simply walk down the street 
with a laptop equipped with a wireless network card and observe numerous wireless 
access points. The prevalence of this technology is derived from an adaptable archi
tecture that allows a device connected to a WLAN to be relocated without the need 
for changing the existing infrastructure. For this reason, more and more businesses, 
educational institutions and individual homes are becoming equipped with wireless 
technologies.

Consumer wireless devices are now available through numerous manufactur
ers [2, 3, 4] and in a number of form factors [5, 6]. Each wireless technology is de
signed with a particular application in mind. There are two major computer-oriented 
consumer wireless technologies predominant in the market: Bluetooth [7] and Wi
Fi [8]. The Bluetooth standard is designed for providing low-speed, short-rage data 
transmission. It is used in many devices such as printers and other computer periph
erals. Wi-Fi provides high-speed communication designed to replace existing wired 
connections to network devices. Current Wi-Fi devices fall under the 802.11a∕b∕g∕n 
series of technologies. Each of these standards provide specific datarates and operates 
in a particular frequency band.

The operation of these technologies is very complex. An inherent property of 
wireless communication is that devices share access to the wireless medium. For this 
reason, these technologies require advanced mechanisms to ensure proper functional
ity. These mechanisms provide controlled access to the wireless channel and are vital 
to the successful operation of the wireless network. The design of these medium access 
control (MAC) schemes has drawn the attention of many researchers and industry 
professionals for a number of years. Even now, researchers look at methods for MAC 
improvement in WLANs.
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Multiple-Input, Multiple-Output (MIMO) antenna technology is one such method 
with a possibility of providing improvements to WLANs. In this thesis, MIMO sys
tems are utilized as a method of improving WLAN performance by use of beamform
ing to simultaneously schedule packets. This major contribution proposes a novel 
MIMO-Aware MAC (MA-MAC) protocol as a method of utilizing MIMO technology 
for MAC level improvement in WLANs.

In addition to controlling access to the shared medium, MAC schemes are also 
responsible for providing service differentiation to data traffic in a wireless network. 
In the latter part of this thesis, a new MAC protocol named Television Time-Division 
Multiple Access (TV-TDMA) is presented as an alternative to existing MAC schemes 
to provide service differentiation to video, voice and data traffic (also known as Triple
Play services). The protocol is designed to offer improved performance in the point- 
to-multipoint scenario where there is one base station providing traffic flows to several 
subscribing stations.

1.1 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a background 
on the role of medium access control schemes as well as a detailed background on 
MIMO technology and Quality of Service in MAC schemes. In Chapter 3 MIMO- 
Aware MAC is proposed and results are detailed on the improvements in throughput 
and delay performance. Chapter 4 addresses the issue of wireless video transmission 
and proposes an application specific MAC scheme called Television TDMA to offer 
improvements for point-to-multipoint networks. Chapter 5 concludes this thesis and 
offers future research directions and suggestions.
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Chapter 2 
Background

The Internet has become a large part (and for many an essential part) of day-to-day 
life. It is also the largest public infrastructure in the world with an estimated 1.3 
Billion users [9]. The continued operation of this advanced infrastructure is made 
possible through its hierarchial design. The TCP/IP model is a vital component in 
this design.

Figure 2.1 shows the design of the TCP/IP model of the Internet. This model 
is divided into four operational layers. Each layer is responsible for a certain aspect 
in the operation of the Internet.

The application layer (or the upper most layer) is utilized by users to send and 
receive network data. This layer is the initial source, and final destination of data. 
This may include various services, each with specific types of encoding, encryption 
and bandwidth needs. When data is transmitted over the Internet, a transmission is 

Medium Access

Physical Layer
NETWORK ACCESS

APPLICATION

TRANSPORT

INTERNET

FTP. HTTP, TELNET

Wi-Fi, WiMAX, Ethernet

Figure 2.1: TCP/IP Internet Model

UDP, TCP

IP
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configured between two hosts with an end-to-end transport protocol; most commonly 
the Transport Control Protocol (TCP) or the User Datagram Protocol (UDP).

The transport layer manages these end-to-end protocols. This operation is 
transparent to the application layer. TCP is used for connection-oriented applications 
and provides reliability mechanisms such as packet reording, error-control and flow
control while UDP is a connection-less protocol used to provide best-effort end-to-end 
transport.

The Internet layer is responsible for addressing and routing of packets across 
networks. The IP protocol at this layer is used to encapsulate data packets into IP 
datagrams which are suitable for delivery over any type of network supporting the 
IP protocol. This layer is also responsible for routing between networks to reach the 
destination.

The lowest layer of the TCP/IP model is the network access layer. This layer 
is responsible for the lower level data communication and is network specific. Both 
802.11 and Ethernet are examples of protocols that operate at the network access 
layer. The network access layer is broken up into two sub-layers: the medium access 
layer; and the physical layer. The physical layer is responsible for physical transmis
sion of O’s and l’s from one host to another. The medium access control layer (or 
MAC layer) is responsible for ensuring single-hop delivery of IP datagrams. When 
using a shared medium, it is possible that two or more stations may attempt to send 
data at once. This is known as a collision as no station will be able to recover the 
transmitted data. MAC layer protocols are responsible for proper detection and/or 
avoiding these collisions. The work in this thesis focuses on this layer of the TCP/IP 
model.
. Wireless mediums present particular difficulty when designing MAC schemes. 
In wired connections, the medium is shared only between a limited number of stations 
physically attached to the wire. Furthermore the interference is limited by using a 
guided medium. The wireless medium on the other hand is shared amongst many 
users and prone to interference from a variety of sources. For these reasons, the MAC 
scheme must somehow control when stations communicate and how they handle in
terference. These responsibilities are similar to that of an airport air traffic controller. 
The controller is responsible for deciding when each plane must land and take off. 
However unlike the air traffic controller, many configurations of wireless networks do 
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not have a centralized architecture and must perform this task distributively. This is 
a major design challenge in the domain of MAC design.

Another design challenge is the inability of individual wireless stations to detect 
collisions. In the wired Ethernet protocol, any stations transmitting data can detect 
a collision on the network and immediately halt transmission; this is not possible 
in the wireless environment1. To compound this problem, the wireless channel is 
highly susceptible to errors in comparison to a wired channel. The combination of 
these characteristics results in many design considerations and challenges for MAC 
protocols in wireless networks.

1The inability to detect collisions when they are occurring is because the close proximity 
of the transmitter and receiver hardware in a single station relative to other stations results 
in the station’s receiver only detecting its own transmission due to the relatively low received 
signal power from other ongoing transmissions. It is also not possible to detect collisions 
after a transmission has occurred (only packet loss) as it is not possible to differentiate 
between a packet lost due to channel errors/other interference or due to collision.

Currently, many wireless MAC protocols exist. The 802.11 MAC has largely 
been adopted and used as 802.llx based hardware is widely available in the market. 
However there is room for improvements. Going back to the air traffic controller and 
asking them “Is there a way to schedule landings and take-offs more efficiently?” or 
“Should international flight landings and take-offs take priority over domestic?” may 
turn up yes as an answer. Surprisingly, questions like these find duplicate meaning 
in MAC design.

An important goal in designing MAC protocols is to provide the highest system 
efficiency. Efficiency is a measure of the throughput that can be handled by the 
system. Multiple-Input, Multiple-Output antenna technology studied in recent years 
has shown that by using multiple antennas, coupled with complex signal processing, 
large scale increases in throughput can be achieved. MAC design must consider these 
throughput enhancements, and how to utilize them to provide the most efficient 
system.

Referring again to the question posed to the air traffic controller about what 
considerations should be made for various types of flights. In wireless networking, it 
is clear that there are several types of services (or “types of flights”) that must be 
serviced by wireless networking devices, each with specific needs. Today, networking 
devices provide support for telephone (voice), television (video), and other data ser
vices. Each service has needs that must be met in order to provide it. Voice services 
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for example do not require a large amount of bandwidth, however are highly sensitive 
to variations in packet delay. Wireless video transmission is also of special considera
tion when analyzing the needs of these services as it requires both high datarates and 
low tolerance on its delay. Meeting these service requirements in WLANs is a large 
problem due to the major restrictions imposed by the wireless channel.

In the following Sections, background on these technologies is provided. Next, 
in Section 2.1, the benefits that are offered by MIMO systems for MAC layer im
provement is presented. In Section 2.2, the challenges of wireless video transmission 
using MPEG-2 is addressed. Finally in Section 2.3, the evaluation platform used in 
this thesis, ns-2 [10] is described in some detail.

2.1 Multiple-Input Multiple-Output Antenna 
Systems

In recent years, Multiple-Input, Multiple-Output (MIMO) antenna systems have gen
erated much attention from both sectors of research and industry. This technology 
offers the possibility of large scale increases in performance without the need for ad
ditional radio resources. Currently in the market there are a number of Wireless 
Local Area Networks (WLAN) devices that utilize multiple antennas to offer im
provements in performance. The upcoming 802.lin standard [11] (currently still in 
draft) has attracted dramatic attention from the industry, and a number of consumer 
devices conforming to the current draft specifications are already available on retail 
shelves [12, 13].

2.1.1 Capacity Improvements offered by MIMO Channels
The improvements offered by MIMO can easily be observed by Shannon’s Capacity 
Theorem. For a Single-Input, Single-Output (SISO) system, the channel capacity is 
well known to be [14]

C = log2 (1 + P) bps/Hz (2.1) 

where p is the received Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and C is the per unit bandwidth 
capacity.
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For MIMO, the capacity expression is different. Firstly, for a frequency flat 
MIMO system that contains MT transmitter antennas and MR receiver antennas, 
the signal at each receiving antenna is given by [15]

MT-1

ri(t) = 2 sj(t)hi,j(t) + ni(t) je(0,Mr-1),i €(0,MR-1) (2.2) 
j=0 

where ri(t) is the signal received at antenna i, Sj(t) is the signal transmitted by 
antenna j, ni(t) is the additive noise and hi,j(t) is the transfer function between 
transmitter antenna j to receiver antenna i. Denoting H(t) as the MR x MT matrix 
with entries

hi,i(t) h1,2(t) ∙∙∙ h1,M(t)
— h2,1(t) h2,2(t) h2,MT(t) 00

-hMR,i(t) hMR,Mr(t).

(2.2) can also be written in vector form

r(t) = H(t)s(t) + n(t) (2.4)

where the boldface represents vector and matrix quantities.
With the above model, the capacity expression for a MIMO system becomes [15]

C(t) = max log2det + P-H(t)RSSH(t)t) bps/Hz (2.5) 
Tr(Rss)=MT VMT /

where Rss denotes the transmitted signal correlation matrix of s(t) (Rss = E[s(t)s(t)1]), 
the superscript t denotes the complex conjugate transpose and p denotes the average 
SNR at any receiver antenna. In addition, the elements of H(t) are assumed normal
ized such that E[hi,jl2] = 1. The maximum capacity is achieved by selecting the 
proper transmitted signal correlation matrix Rss subject to constraint on the input 
power (or Tr(Rss) = MT). The above is often referred to the closed-loop capacity 
of a MIMO system as information regarding the time-varying quantity H(t) must be 
available at the transmitter to properly design s(t). As it is sometimes not possible 
to feedback in order to properly shape s(t), the transmitter will shape s(t) such that
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Rss = IMT. The respective capacity is termed as the open-loop capacity of a MIMO 
system and is given by [15]

C(t) = Iog2 det (IMR + ^H(I)H(I)J bps/Hz (2.β)

In (2.6) it can be seen that the capacity is time varying. Therefore a more 
meaningful value of the capacity is known as the ergodic capacity of the channel. This 
quantity is the ensemble average of capacity over the entire distribution of the MIMO 
channel matrix. Teletar showed [16] that the ergodic capacity of an independent and 
identically distributed (i.i.d) MIMO channel under Rayleigh Fading is given by

° ∕ m-1 L1 
C- 1oga (■ + ⅛λ) 2 (2.7)

where m = min(MR, MT), n = max(MR, MT) and LR m(X) is the associated La
guerre polynomial of order k given by

Ln-m(x) = lexxm-nof (e-Axn-m+k) (2.8) 
K OXX '

Using numerical methods, (2.7) can easily be computed. Figure 2.2 shows the ergodic 
capacity improvements offered by use of various MIMO configurations. From this it 
is clear that MIMO systems offer large improvements in capacity versus single input 
single output systems.

2.1.2 MAC Improvement Using MIMO
The capacity previously derived demonstrates the ability of MIMO systems to offer 
dramatic improvements in network performance through an increase in channel ca
pacity. For MAC layer designers, the benefit provides an increase in the physical layer 
datarate. The objective of MAC layer design in such a system is to optimize the use 
of the increased datarate to achieve the highest MAC layer serviceable datarate while 
providing fairness to all stations. The MAC layer serviceable datarate is defined as 
the rate at which upper layer data can be transmitted from one station to another 
over the link.
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Ergodic Capacity vs. SNR

15 -

25 r

20 -
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15 2010
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Δ 2χ4 MIMO

V 4x2 MIMO 

□ 4x4 MIMO 

O 8x8 MIMO

Figure 2.2: Ergodic Capacity vs SNR for Frequency Flat i.i.d. Channel Under 
Rayleigh Fading

MIMO systems can also be used to allow multiple simultaneous transmissions 
within a single contention region by use of beamforming or interference mitigation. 
This is accomplished with proper signal processing. These methods focus on increas
ing aggregate network throughput rather than increasing the datarate of individual 
stations. In this case, the MAC layer is a vital component to distributively sched
ule transmissions and disseminate information needed for all stations in the network 
to properly communicate; this is the concept applied in this work. This particular 
concept has been used in several recent works [17, 18].

Assuming that each station on a WLAN has an equal number of M antennas, 
and neglecting additive white noise, the received signal at antenna element j is found 
in a manner similar to (2.2) and is given by

M-1
ry(t) = 2 si(t)gi,j(t) (2.9) 

i=0

where here gij denotes the phase and amplitude distortion from the ith transmitter 
antenna to the jth receiving antenna. Assuming that the channel fading is slow and 
that the channel remains static over any given frame exchange, the above can then
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be rewritten as
r(t) = s(t)TG (2.10)

where the superscript T denotes the normal transpose operation and the matrix G 
is the M × M matrix with entries

91,1 91,2 ∙∙∙ 91,M

e 52,1 92,2 92,M
C=. . (2.11)

.9M,1 ............ 9M,M

It is clear that the matrix G is related to the previous defined matrix H by G = HT. 
; Now defining s(t)T = s(t)wh, where s(t) is the equivalent SISO signal and Wn is 
| a vector of complex weights applied to this signal by transmitting station n, (2.10) 

: becomes
J r(t) = s(t)w*Gnm (2.12)

: where the subscript Gnm is used to specify the channel matrix between two stations 
1
4 n and m. Additionally, if this receiving station, m, applies a vector of weights on the
I received signal at each antenna wm, the post-processed received signal becomes

i
! r(t) = s(t)w,GnmWm (2.13)

$ Where rfy is the SISO equivalent signal of interest.
From (2.13), the additional flexibility provided by the multiple antennas be

: comes clear. The scalar factor wh Gnm Wm denot es a complex gain pro duct applied 

: . to the signal of interest. With proper channel knowledge Gnm at both stations m 
: and n, these stations can selectively choose weight vectors Wm and wn respectively 
: to maximize reception or achieve signal cancelation (solving for weights such that 
| wnGnmwm = 0). The radio structure of a system using such a method is shown in 
# Figure 2.3.
: In Chapter 3, MIMO-Aware MAC will be presented. This proposed MAC
4 protocol utilizes the above concepts to increase aggregate network throughput by use 
I
: of these mechanisms.
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Figure 2,3: Radio Structure for Specified MIMO System

W=[W1 W2 w3]

2.2 Wireless Video Transmission
The MAC is always required to distributively exchange information within a WLAN 
and schedule transmissions. More importantly, it is sometimes required to selectively 
distinguish priorities between different packets based on characteristics of those pack
ets. There are two broad classes of traffic: time-sensitive and time-insensitive.

Time-insensitive traffic characterizes traffic that is still valuable if it arrives after 
a particular delay threshold. This does not mean that packet delay is acceptable or 
desirable, merely that it is better that the traffic arrives late than not at all.

Alternatively, time-sensitive traffic characterizes traffic streams that if arriving 
after a delay threshold, has little or no value. In this case, there is no distinction 
between the traffic arriving late and not at all. Video and voice traffic fall under this 
classification. Both of these classes of traffic are sensitive to packet delay and jitter.

Video traffic also requires large amounts of bandwidth in addition to requiring 
low delay. This presents many challenges to transmitting video streams over the 
wireless channel. For this reason, video traffic is special interest when designing 
MAC schemes that support service differentiation.
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2.2.1 MPEG-2 Video Formats
The MPEG-2 standard defines a set of lossy compression algorithms for video and 
audio. Most commonly it is known for its use in Digital Video Discs (DVD) and in 
digital cable. In addition to defining compression schemes, the standard defines [19] 
system formats for encoding and decoding of data in real-time. These containers are 
called Program Stream (commonly found in DVDs) and Transport Stream (found in 
digital cable).

Since focus is on design of MAC schemes with consideration for wireless video 
transmission, the transport stream is of interest (MPEG2-TS). This stream encap
sulates compressed video and audio into fixed-size 188 byte packet. The size of this 
packet is inefficient for wireless transmission due to the large amount of required 
overhead for each packet to be transmitted over the wireless channel2. Additionally, 
the decoding standard for MPEG2-TS has a maximum allowed packet jitter of 25us. 
This small amount of jitter is achievable over wired connections (such as cable to the 
home), however is impractical for wireless video transmission when multiple users are 
sharing the same medium. In [20] the authors proposed aggregating several MPEG2- 
TS packets into a larger payload for wireless transmission to solve the problem of 
the large required overhead. In addition, packets were encoded in such a way that 
they could properly be decoded at the receiver, however the proposed system is for 
a single video stream and does not consider the effects of a multiuser channel. For 
this reason, it is not feasible to properly transmit MPEG2-TS encapsulated video 
over the wireless medium. Alternatively the proposed system in Figure 2.4 could be 
used for providing wireless television services from existing digital video broadcast 
(MPEG2-TS) streams.

2Over 802.11a with a PHY datarate of 54Mbps, almost 47% of the channel time is 
required for physical layer overhead. See Appendix A for calculations.

In this proposed system, the individual MPEG2-TS constant bitrate streams 
are decoded and re-encoded as a variable bitrate (VBR) MPEG-2 stream. The output 
stream is broken into packets and enqueued in a video transmit buffer. In addition, 
other data services (such as voice and best-effort data) are forwarded by the cable hub 
to the subscriber. Finally, a buffer at the receiver is used to sufficiently buffer video 
data for reconstruction of frames, as well as to ensure a reasonable viewer experience.
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Figure 2.4: Proposed Point-to-Multipoint Wireless Video System

2.2.2 MPEG-2 Traffic Characteristics
MPEG-2 encoding uses three unique types of frames that raw video frames can be 
compressed into. These are:

• Intra-Coded (I) Frames: I-Frames contain an entire frame of data. This is the 
compressed equivalent of the raw video frames.

• Predictive-Coded (P) Frames: P-Frames reference data on a previous frame 
and only contain the changes in video data. This is advantageous as it utilizes 
redundancy in video data to dramatically reduce the size of video frames that 
are encoded as P-Frames.

• Bidirectionally-Predictive-Coded (B) Frames: B-Frames are similar to P-Frames, 
however they offer the opportunity of higher compression as they can reference 
previous and future frames.
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Each set of frames is organized into a Group of Pictures (GOP), each beginning with 
an I-Frame. Typically a GOP is composed of 12 or 15 frames, however this can be 
specified to vary the compression and quality of the encoded video sequence.

As the compression results in a variable bit rate video, it is important to first 
observe the fluctuations associated with the instantaneous video bitrate. For this, 
the first 500 seconds of the film ’Blackhawk Down’ was encoded using the ffmpeg [21] 
encoder with parameters shown in Table 2.1. In Figure 2.5, the probability density 
function (PDF) of the encoded video frame sizes is shown3. From this it can be seen

3This includes both I and P Frames (no B-Frames)

Table 2.1: Video Encoding Target Parameters

Parameter Value

Target Bitrate 4Mbps
Resolution 720×480 pixels
Frame Rate 30fps
Video Length 500s
Audio Bitrate 128kbps (stereo)

that the mean frame size is 15.9 × 103 bytes. Such frame sizes are too large to be 
transmitted error free over the wireless channel as larger packets are more suscep-
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Figure 2.7: Access Point Queue Evolution for Access Point Serving 4 Stations

tible to bit errors. For this reason fragmentation of the frames must be performed. 
Suppose the maximum fragment size that can be transmitted on the wireless chan
nel is 1280 bytes, then the average number of packets to transmit a frame is given 
as F15874/12807 = 13. Where r∙η denotes rounding up to the nearest integer multi
ple. With this same fragmentation threshold, the largest frame of 105.3 × 103 bytes 
will fragment into 83 packets. For finite buffer systems, queueing all packets at a 
given time may result in buffer overflow. This must be taken into account when en
queuing video frames from upper layers. Figure 2.6 shows the instantaneous bitrate 
versus time for 500s of encoded video. From this, the large variations in instanta
neous bitrate is clearly shown. Although the average bitrate is less than the target 
(approximately 3.81Mbps4), certain regions approach nearly 10Mbps. This must also 
be taken account for wireless transmission as the physical datarate of the channel is 
fixed for a given physical layer modulation scheme.

4IMbps= 1 × 106 bits per second(bps)

To understand the effect of the variable bitrate video on the network buffer, a 
simple 5 station network is setup in ns-2 [10]. An access point (AP) is configured to 
transmit the same video stream from Figure 2.6 to the other four stations over 802.11a 
using the 802.11 basic access mechanism. The evolution of the AP buffer over time 
is shown in Figure 2.7. It can be seen that in regions of high bitrate, the buffer 
occupancy increases as the AP cannot service the packets at that rate. This issue is 
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further compounded in this case as the transmitted video stream contains the same 
high bitrate regions for all stations meaning that at certain time instances, more than 
40Mbps of video is entering the AP MAC buffer, which is much higher than the MAC 
serviceable datarate5 of the 802.11a channel.

5The MAC serviceable datarate is the rate at which upper layers can transmit data over 
the link.

2.3 Evaluation Platform

2.3.1 ns-2 - The Network Simulator
The Network Simulator (or ns-2) [10] is an open-source discrete events simulator for 
computer simulation of network performance. Unlike traditional network simulation 
tools, its versatility and robustness provide the ideal simulation environment. It has 
become a common research tool as it promotes ease of integration of custom proto
cols and allows researchers to easily monitor the performance of their implemented 
protocols.

The software was originally designed at UC Berkeley [10]. CMU Monarch later 
developed wireless extensions to the software [22]. Currently, the software is a collab
oration of a number of institutes and other collaborators with the continued addition 
of new network protocols and network devices.

In this thesis work, ns-2 is used heavily for evaluation of proposed protocols. In 
ns-2, each mobile node is built using a layered model. In this fashion, it facilitates the 
verification and evaluation of new protocols by modifying only the layer of interest. 
In this work, modifications are made to the MAC layer modules, while maintaining 
other modules intact.

The structure of a mobile node in ns-2 can be seen in Figure 2.8. A brief 
description of each model is given below.

2.3.1.1 PHY - Physical Propagation Model

In ns-2, the physical layer mechanism is employed when a station receives a packet. 
When a packet is released from the MAC layer of a transmitting node, the packet 
is copied to the physical layer of all mobile nodes. Each mobile node determines
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accordingly whether the packet is received successfully by its physical layer. This 
decision is based on

• The error model employed

• The physical propagation model employed

• Distance between the two mobile stations

• Receiving threshold levels of individual mobile nodes

There are several error and propagation models natively in the ns-2 package. Uniform 
error rates can be set, in addition both Free Space propagation and Two-Ray Ground 
models are available. Various other extensions exists such as the Ricean Fading model 
from [23]. This models a time-correlated received envelope in ns-2. Receiving thresh
olds for the mobile node can also be configured, however a default set of parameters is 
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commonly used based on real hardware measurements. It is the responsibility of the 
user to configure physical layer parameters to properly model real-world scenarios.

2.3.1.2 MAC - Media Access Control

There are large number of native MAC protocols in ns-2. Most commonly used is the 
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) 802.11 Distributed Coordina
tion Function (DCF). Various other MAC schemes have been added by the research 
community. An implementation of 802.Ile Enhanced DCF has been created by [24]. 
This distributed protocol supports different access parameters for four different traf
fic classes. The 802.Ile Hybrid Coordination Function Controlled Channel Access 
(HCCA) has also been developed for ns-2 in [25]. This is a centralized MAC scheme 
to support Quality of Service (QoS) enabled applications.

The major work in this thesis involves modification of this layer to implement 
and evaluate the designed protocols.

2.3.1.3 IFQ - Interface Queue

The Interface Queue sub-layer in ns-2 provides the finite length queue of the link layer 
to buffer packets to be processed by the MAC. When the MAC is ready to accept 
a new packet for transmission, it will signal the link layer to advance the buffer. 
The queue has priority capabilities, and gives priority to routing protocol packets. 
Additionally, the 802.Ile MAC layer utilizes a modified queue interface to partition 
the queue into multiple access categories to provide QoS.

2.3.1.4 Link Layer

The link layer in ns-2 manages traffic flow of the medium. It also provides translation 
capabilities to allow for the interface of various MAC protocols with standard upper 
layers. The wireless model in ns-2 utilizes a similar link layer as wired nodes, however 
there is an address resolution protocol (ARP) component. The link layer contains a 
query interface to the ARP.
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2.3.1.5 ARP - Address Resolution Protocol

The ARP module in ns-2 simulates ARP. The purpose of ARP is to resolve the MAC 
address from the Internet Protcol (IP) address of a target node. The procedure in
volves sending an ARP request broadcast to all nodes in the network. The destination 
node will respond to the ARP reply with its corresponding MAC address.

2.3.1.6 Upper Layers: Agent and Routing

Upper layers of the mobile node (as in Figure 2.8) are independent of the mobile 
implementation. The routing agent controls the routing mechanism in the network. 
This is not specific to mobile nodes, there are however several mobile routing protocols 
built-in such as:

• Dynamic Source Routing

• Destination-Sequence Distance Vector

• Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector

• Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithm

• Disable Multi-hop Routing (Dumb Agent)

As in this thesis the focus is on single-hop WLANs, the Dumb Agent routing protocol 
is used.

The agent layer is where all traffic generation occurs. In terms of ns-2, a trans
port source agent such as User Datagram Protocol (UDP) or the Transport Control 
Protocol (TCP) is attached to the traffic generating node, while a sink agent is at
tached to the receiving node (a null agent for UDP as no acknowledgements are 
required). A traffic agent is attached to the transport agent. In ns-2 there are many 
included traffic generation agents such as exponential and constant bit rate (CBR). 
All parameters associated with the traffic (packet size, data rate, etc.) are config
urable in the simulation parameters.
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2.3.1.7 Evalvid Framework

In the study of video performance, this thesis employs use of a customized version of 
the evalvid framework [26]. The evalvid package allows evaluation of real-time video 
using the ns-2 simulator. The existing version of evalvid allows creation of video trace 
files to model real-time MPEG-4 traffic from MPEG-4 video sources.

As this thesis utilizes MPEG-2 as a traffic source, an MPEG-2 trace file gen
erator was written to supply a realistic MPEG-2 traffic model. The software allows 
tracefile generation from any video format as long as the proper codec is installed on 
the coding system. The software takes the following arguments as an input:

• Input video file (any supported format)

• Target bitrate

• Resolution

• Frames Per Second (fps)

• Length of Video Tracefile to generate (in seconds); and

• Maximum packet size

The software will output an evalvid compatible tracefile. The encoder only utilizes I 
and P frame types with 15 frames in a GOP with the sequence IPPPPPPPPPPPPPP. 
B-Frames are not used as they require knowledge of future frames which is not suitable 
for real-time transmission. Any frames larger than the maximum packet size are 
fragmented and scheduled equidistant between the two scheduled frames.

For example, if xn is the time that frame n is scheduled to be transmitted 
before fragmentation occurs, Kn is the number of fragments of frame n and r is the 
inter-frame spacing in seconds. Then the scheduled time of the fragmented frame is 
given by

xn,k = xn + (k- 1)r, k = 1,2,..,κn (2.14)

Where xn k is the scheduled time of the kth fragment of frame n.
In addition to the tracefile generation, custom analysis scripts are used to ana

lyze frame error rates, delay and jitter.
In the following Chapters, all these concepts will be utilized for MAC layer 

design. Chapter 3 proposes a novel MAC scheme that utilizes the described MIMO
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systems for scheduling of simultaneous transmissions. In Chapter 4, a new point-to- 
multipoint MAC scheme is introduced that addresses the challenges presented with 
wireless video transmission.
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Chapter 3
MIMO-Aware Media Access Control

3.1 Literature Review and Motivation

3.1.1 Existing MIMO MAC Protocols
As discussed in Chapter 2, it is possible to utilize MIMO to achieve improvements 
in aggregate network throughput by allowing simultaneous communication within a 
single collision domain. There have recently been several proposed protocols which 
utilize this methodology in the literature.

3.1.1.1 MIMA-MAC

Mitigating interference using multiple antennas MAC (MIMA-MAC) [27] allows mul
tiple stations to communicate within a contention region by utilizing zero-forcing 
MIMO receivers in each wireless station. The number of simultaneous transmissions 
available in MIMA-MAC is equal to the number of antennas per station. In MIMA- 
MAC, the authors have proposed a fixed size MIMA-MAC frame that is divided into 
a contention period and a contention-free period. The contention period allows wire
less stations to compete for channel access during the contention-free period. The 
contention period is divided into slots for multiple contentions. The order of chan
nel acquisition during the contention period determines the order of transmission of 
training and acknowledgment packets in the contention-free period by the wireless 
stations.

In the contention-free period, stations first send training sequences for channel 
estimation. As mentioned, the order in which stations acquired the channel during 
the contention slots defines the order of the training sequences. Following these 
sequences, all transmitting stations will send data packets simultaneously. Receivers 
decode data from their respective transmitters using the channel information resolved 
from the training sequences. Following data transmission, acknowledgement packets 
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are also sent by the receivers to confirm successful transmission of the data packets. 
These are transmitted in the same order as the training sequences. The authors of 
MIMA-MAC also proposed MIMA-MAC with antenna selection [28]. This scheme 
is similar to MIMA-MAC, however allows the receiving station to feedback which 
transmitter antenna achieves the highest post-processing received SNR.

The main disadvantage of both MIMA-MAC and MIMA-MAC/AS is the re
quirement of a fixed frame size which is not suitable for networks with varying packet 
sizes and therefore most WLAN applications.

3.1.1.2 NULLHOC

NULLHOC [18] schedules simultaneous transmissions by applying gains to each an
tenna element at both transmitting and receiving stations. This method is discussed 
in some detail in Section 2.1.2. In this protocol, by designing antenna weights ap
propriately, any station may listen or ignore (i.e., tune in or tune out) any other 
station. This allows multiple packets to be sent over the channel simultaneously. In 
this protocol, the channel is divided into two sub-channels namely data and control 
sub-channels. The control sub-channel is used to monitor traffic levels on the network 
while the data sub-channel is used for data transmission. The NULLHOC protocol 
utilizes a five packet exchange sequence (RTS/CTS/DS/DATA/ACK). Request-To- 
Send and Clear-To-Send (RTS∕CTS) packets are sent on the control channel. If 
these stations can successfully exchange these packets, then the transmitting station 
follows with a Data-Send (DS) packet on the data sub-channel to reserve the chan
nel resource. This is followed by the data packet transmission by the transmitting 
station and positive acknowledgement packet by the receiving station on the data sub
channel. By exchanging antenna weights in the control channel, NULLHOC supports 
multiple transmissions.

The major limitation in NULLHOC is the need for channel partitioning. This 
protocol imposes hardware complexity restrictions. Additionally channel estimation 
must be performed on the control sub-channel, while the channel information required 
for tuning antenna weights should be found for the data sub-channel. Finally, the 
operation of NULLHOC is also not compatible with IEEE 802.11 standard.
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3.1.1.3 SPACE-MAC

SPACE-MAC [17] also utilizes antenna weights to schedule simultaneous transmis
sions on a single collision domain. However in SPACE-MAC, a wireless station uses 
the same adjusted weights for both transmission and reception in a manner that 
allows it to comply with the 802.11 standard. As in NULLHOC, antenna weights 
are exchanged via control packets (RTS and CTS). Stations should always transmit 
packets (including control packets) without interfering with existing active transmis
sions. In SPACE-MAC, the first station that gains access to the channel determines 
the silence period. All other stations must remain idle following their transmission 
until the completion of this silence period. In SPACE-MAC, the silence period is re
quired because any station currently involved in transmission is unaware of any other 
transmissions that began after it began transmitting. Additionally, any station that 
wishes to transmit must not interfere with this ongoing transmission as well as not 
transmit if it cannot complete its entire packet exchange sequence before the end of 
the silence period.

The performance of the SPACE-MAC protocol is heavily dependant on the 
length of the silence period. The optimal length of silence period varies with the 
network size and the traffic conditions. This is a major limitation with SPACE-MAC 
as suboptimal silence periods drastically reduce the maximum achievable throughput 
for a particular network scenario.

3.1.2 Motivation
Though all the mentioned MAC protocols in the previous section schedule simulta
neous transmissions over a single collision domain, only SPACE-MAC is compatible 
with the IEEE 802.11 standard. After examining the maximum achievable through
put in SPACE-MAC, it is clear that this is reliant on the selection of a proper silence 
period. Furthermore, this optimal silence period varies with different network scenar
ios and traffic conditions. For example, consider a network with 20 wireless stations 
located closely to each other and share a single collision domain. All these stations 
are identical and use the SPACE-MAC protocol for scheduling their transmissions. 
It is assumed that MIMO physical layer offers 1 Mbps datarate to the MAC layer. 
With this assumption, the throughput performance of SPACE-MAC for two different 
packet sizes (512 and 1024 bytes) is shown in Figure 3.1. The length of the silence
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Figure 3.1: Throughput vs. Silence Period - 20 Stations - IMbps

period is varied to observe the maximal achievable throughput in SPACE-MAC. The 
scheme achieves roughly up to a maximum of 1.3 Mbps overall throughput when the 
packet size is 1024 bytes. This maximum throughput is achieved only for a particular 
length of silence period which is optimal for this scenario. For any other silence peri
ods, the throughput is reduced considerably. The same phenomenon can be observed 
when the packet size is changed to 512 bytes. With 512 byte packets, SPACE-MAC 
barely achieves 1 Mbps throughput for optimal silence periods. Therefore, it is quite 
obvious that the throughput performance of SPACE-MAC is highly dependant on 
the length of silence period.

Furthermore, the optimal silence period for SPACE-MAC also depends on the 
contention level and dynamics of the network traffic. This creates restrictions for 
designers in choosing an optimal silence period for nondeterministic network scenarios. 
As the dependency of SPACE-MAC on silence period is undesirable, more robust 
MAC protocols for MIMO are essential.

After examining the impact of an increased number of antennas on weighted 
MIMO MAC protocols (such as NULLHOC and SPACE-MAC), it is clear that these 
protocols reach saturation quickly in terms of the gain associated with an increasing 
number of antennas. In order to provide proper antenna spacing, the maximum num
ber of antennas that can be supported in consumer devices such as laptops and PDAs 
is also limited. Furthermore, in many practical networking scenarios, the number of 
stations within a given network are limited so that any additional transmission re- 
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sources may not be fully exploited and therefore reduce the requirement of additional 
antennas.

As such, in this work a more robust new MIMO-aware MAC (MA-MAC) proto
col is proposed. This protocol is designed for a three antenna element MIMO system 
and allows up two simultaneous transmissions. The protocol also offers both com
patibility to the existing standard, as well as eliminates requirements of empirical 
quantities (such as a silence period) on achieving its maximal performance. This 
new scheme provides both improved throughput and delay performance in WLAN 
applications.

3.2 MA-MAC Protocol
The proposed MIMO-aware MAC (MA-MAC) scheme in this section utilizes the 
beamforming feature in MIMO to schedule multiple transmissions on the wireless 
channel. Wireless stations adjust their antenna weights to selectively tune in or 
tune out a particular transmission as governed by MA-MAC. The proposed scheme 
uses a three element antenna array as MIMO physical layer to schedule up to two 
simultaneous transmissions in a single collision domain. This is achieved through 
a newly proposed MAC decision process along with intelligent packet fragmenta
tion. MA-MAC utilizes the request-to-send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) access mech
anism used in the IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF). The an
tenna weights are conveyed through RTS and CTS packets. The following subsections 
present detailed description of MA-MAC.

■ 3.2.1 Weight Adjustment Procedure
As discussed in Chapter 2, MIMO antenna systems can be used to selectively tune in 
or tune out a particular transmission from a station via signal processing by properly 
adjusting antenna weights. A particular station transmitting on the WLAN can there
fore transmit when the wireless channel is absolutely idle or when a transmission is 
already in progress. As such a given transmitter-receiver pair faces interference from 
other transmitter-receiver pairs. In order to limit the interference (for proper data 
transmission on the network), only a limited number of simultaneous transmissions are 
allowed at any particular time instance in a WLAN subject to the maximum number 
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of degrees of freedom (which is equal to the number of antenna elements). Therefore, 
an M element MIMO system on each wireless station allows for up to Mol simul

taneous transmissions in a single collision domain. This is necessary because each 
existing transmitter-receiver pair consumes two degrees of freedom. Since MA-MAC 
is designed for systems with a three element antenna array, it is possible to achieve 
a maximum of two simultaneous transmissions within a single collision domain. For 
transmission on wireless channel, the stations adjust their weights during one of the 
following two situations: 1) when the channel is absolutely idle, and 2) when the 
channel has existing transmissions.

3.2.1.1 Idle Channel Weight Adjustment

Wireless stations that initiate transmission when the channel is absolutely idle have 
the flexibility to adjust their antenna weights to obtain the best possible signal-to- 
interference-noise ratio (SINR). For this a transmitting wireless station uses default 
antenna weights to initiate its transmission. The intended receiver station then ad
justs its antenna weights to maximize the SINR, which means

max (w-GTRWR) (3.1) 
norm(wβ)=l × /

It is clear that with the knowledge of GTR and WT, WR should be

WR =I(w-GrR)'I (3.2)

Where ∣∣x∣∣ denotes the normalization operation (i.e., ||xl I = norm(x)).
The weight adjustment in this scenario can be demonstrated using the simple 

ad-hoc network scenario shown in Figure 3.2. The ad-hoc network has contains 6 
stations; Stations A through F, which are all within radio range of all the other 
stations and have the radio structure found in Figure 2.3. First, suppose that the 
channel is idle and Station A is the first station to access the channel. Assuming 
that Station B is the intended receiver for Station A, Station B adjusts its antenna 
array element weights using (3.2). All other stations on the channel tune out the 
transmissions from both Station A and Station B by nulling:

wGAXWx = 0 and wiGXBWB = 0 (3.3)
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For this, knowledge of the return channel is required. In this work it is assumed that 
the MIMO channels are reciprocal (implying Gxy = Gyx).

3.2.1.2 Busy Channel Weight Adjustment

For other wireless stations on the channel to communicate during the ongoing trans
mission, they must null the existing transmission using (3.3) to not interfere with the 
first transmission. First defining gay = w-Gay, the above equation can be expressed

gAXWX = 0 and gBXWX = 0 (3.4)

for any other Station in the network (e.g., Station X). Since at this point in time 
Station X is unaware of its intended receiver or transmitter, it would assume that 
the effective channel from an unknown Station Y is given by gYX = [1 1 1]. The 
weight vector design for Station X becomes

WX =
ZAX

EBX 

. gYX .

' 0 ' 

0

Figure 3.2: Ad hoc network scenario
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Referring again to the example scenario, suppose Station C wishes to transmit 
to Station D while the first transmission is on-going. Firstly, both Stations C and D 
would have already designed weights using (3.5). Station C will utilize these weights 
to transmit. At this time Station D has the option to readjust its weights subject 
to the weights in use by Station C and the channel information from Station C (i.e., 
SCd∖ The resulting weight vector used by Station D will become

-1
SAD

SBD

. SCD .

(3.6)

To demonstrate this example, suppose the two transmissions (i.e., from Sta
tion A to Station B and from Station C to Station D) are on-going using weight 
vectors w^ through Wβ respectively. Station B will receive the following signal

TB^ = (saWwλGx5 +sc(i)wJ,Gc5)w5 (3.7)

= *a Wwagabwb + sc^) WcGcbwb, (3.8)
0

= sa^W^GabWb (3.9)

The above can also be shown for all pairs involving Stations A through D due to the 
design of their respective weights.

3.2.2 RTS/CTS Control Packet Format
For stations to selectively tune in or tune out a particular transmission, they have to be 
aware of the antenna weights that are in use by transmitting stations. This requires a 
mechanism for conveying the antenna weights to all neighboring stations. The 802.11 
MAC protocol specifies an optional Request-to-Send/Clear-to-Send (RTS/CTS) ac
cess mechanism [1]. In MA-MAC, the RTS/CTS mechanism is mandatory as RTS 
and CTS control packets are used to convey antenna weight information. The pro
posed format for RTS and CTS control packets is shown in Figure 3.3. An additional 
12 byte field is inserted in the payload of the RTS and CTS packets that stores three 
antenna element weights currently in use. Each weight is represented as a 32-bit 
complex number (16 bits to denote the real and imaginary components respectively).
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RTS and CTS packets are also used to perform channel estimation using pilot sym
bols. It is assumed that these pilot symbols are embedded in the physical (PHY) 
preamble and in this work that there is no error in channel estimation.

MA-MAC
Augmentation

PHY Header 
192bits

RTS Payload 
256 bits

MA-MAC 
Augmentation

PHY Header 
192 bits

CTS Payload 
208 bits

(a) RTS Frame Format

Frame 
Control 
2 bytes

Duration 
2 bytes

RA 
6 bytes

TA 
6 bytes

Antenna 
Weights 
12 bytes

CRC 
4 bytes

(b) CTS Frame Format

Frame 
Control
2 bytes

Duration 
2 bytes

RA 
6 bytes

Antenna 
Weights 
12 bytes

CRC 
4 bytes

Figure 3.3: Access Control Packets

3.2.3 Protocol Operation
The MA-MAC protocol allows up to two simultaneous transmissions to proceed in a 
single collision domain. Wireless stations in MA-MAC adjust their antenna weights 
and take appropriate scheduling decisions depending on the channel status, i.e., de
pending on whether the channel is absolutely idle or a transmission is already taking 
place on the channel. The network scenario given in Figure 3.2 will be used again for 
the description of the proposed MA-MAC scheme.

Initially, all stations observe the channel for a certain time which is the sum 
of partial weight sensing period and distributed inter frame space (WSPpartial + 
DIFS). The time WSPpartial is a small period for which a station can be assured that 
there are no active transmissions on the channel and is equal to the sum of short 
inter frame spacing and the amount of time to send a special SPsrc packet (SIFS + 
SPsrc), while SIFS and DIFS are durations defined in the 802.11 DCF specifications. 
If the channel is found idle during this time, stations begin decrementing their backoff 
counters. When a station’s backoff counter expires, it sends an RTS packet containing 
its currently used antenna weights. This is shown in Figure 3.4, where Station A 
sends an RTS packet to Station B. Upon reception of RTS, all neighboring stations 
which are not the intended receivers (i.e., Stations C, D, E and F) will pause their 
backoff counters and store the duration information of the transmission as well as the
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Figure 3.4: MA-MAC scheme timing diagram.

antenna weights in use by Station A. The intended destination station (Station B), 
receives the RTS packet and adjusts its antenna weights to maximize the received 
signal SINR (as described in Section 3.2.1). In addition, Station B responds with a 
CTS packet containing weight information. Stations A and B will now become the 
primary stations as they have successfully exchanged RTS and CTS packets between 
them. Station A will now proceed with DATA packet transmission to Station B which 
will in turn respond with a positive acknowledgement (ACK) packet.

The primary stations transmit using the packet exchange sequence similar to 
the RTS/CTS scheme in DCF. When the packet exchange sequence between the 
primary stations (e.g., Stations A and B) is completed, they select a new weight 
vector and observe the channel for a certain time equal to WSPpartial. If the channel 
is found idle during this time, the stations continue to observe the channel to be idle 
for additional DIFS time before resuming the backoff process.

Once a primary transmission has been established, any other station may com
pete for the remaining channel resource. After the primary transmission is established 
and other stations resume their backoff process (as shown in Figure 3.4), assume 
that Station C is the next station to complete its backoff process. It will initiate 
a secondary transmission without interfering with the ongoing primary transmission 
provided it is efficient to do so. The station performs a proper MAC decision to 
determine what actions must be taken based on the residual time remaining in the 
primary transmission (denoted Ω in Figure 3.4). Assuming that Station C is success
ful in establishing transmission, the time taken to complete a full frame exchange is
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given by

RTS + SIFS +8+ CTS + SIFS + 5 + DATA + SIFS +8+ ACK 

where 5 is the propagation delay experienced. There are four cases formed by decision 
thresholds that the secondary station (Station C) can encounter based on the value 
of the residual time Ω if it were to begin a transmission; these are:

1. A secondary station will complete its full transmission before the primary fin
ishes.

2. The secondary station will be transmitting an ACK packet when the primary 
transmission finishes.

3. The secondary station will be transmitting its DATA packet when the primary 
transmission finishes.

4. The secondary station will be still performing a control packet exchange (RTS/CTS) 
when the primary transmission finishes.
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For each of the above cases, the secondary station makes a proper MAC decision 
to govern its transmission. For all cases the timing diagrams are shown in Figure 3.5. 
The details of operation for each case is given below.

3.2.3.1 Scenario 1

When a secondary station determines that the residual time in the primary transmis
sion is sufficient to complete the entire packet exchange, the station proceeds with its 
transmission. This is when

RTS+SIFS+5+CTS+SIFS+<5
> +DATA+SIFS+8+ACK+8 ) 

where all quantities define the time taken to send the particular packet, SIFS is short 
inter-frame spacing defined by the 802.11 specifications and δ is the propagation delay 
incurred. DATA denotes the data packet transmission time of a secondary station 
wishing to transmit.

In this case Station C proceeds with transmission using antenna weights de
signed not to interfere with the primary stations (Station A and Station B) as shown 
in Figure 3.5(a). As previously mentioned, these weights are included in the RTS 
packets in order to disseminate this information to all other stations. Upon recep
tion of this transmission, the intended receiver (i.e., Station D) readjusts its antenna 
weights to maximize reception from Station C while still tuning out the primary sta
tions. Station D will subsequently respond with a CTS packet containing its antenna 
weights. This transmission is now active and referred to as the secondary transmis
sion. At this time, all other stations in the network update and store the information 
(such as antenna weights and transmission duration). Since it is not possible to ac
commodate more than two simultaneous transmissions, the other stations set their 
network allocation vector (NAV) to the expiration of the earliest transmission.

3.2.3.2 Scenario 2

Alternatively, if the secondary station determines the primary transmission completes 
during its ACK transmission, then that station proceeds with this transmission ac
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cordingly. This is when

RTS+SIFS+8+CTS RTS+SIFS+6+CTS
+SIFS4+8+DATA <Q< +SIFS+8+DATA (3.11)
+SIFS+6 +SIFS+8+ACK+8

Since the duration of ACK is small compared to the transmission duration of the entire 
DATA packet exchange sequence, it is efficient to start the secondary transmission. In 
this case the responsibility is given to primary stations to perform collision avoidance. 
Since the primary stations are to observe the channel with a new weight vector for time 
equal to WSPpartial following their transmission, they will observe a busy channel. 
As such they will defer for

ACK - WSPpartial (3.12)

This guarantees completion of the secondary transmission. For fairness, all other 
observing stations set their network allocation vectors (NAVs) to the duration of the 
primary transmission plus the duration of an ACK. The timing diagram for this is 
shown in Figure 3.5(b).

3.2.3.3 Scenario 3

An inherent feature of MA-MAC is that when a primary transmission finishes, these 
stations are unaware of the details of any other ongoing transmission. To overcome 
this, secondary stations which are currently in the DATA packet transmission phase 
are required to relay information regarding their current transmission (including du
ration and antenna weights) with proper use of the weight sensing period (WSP). 
The secondary stations (i.e., Station C, Station D) convey the information regard
ing secondary transmission to the primary stations (i.e., Station A, Station B) using 
coordinated intelligent packet splitting. The decision bounds for this scenario are

RTS+SIFS+8+CTS
+SIFS+6

RTS+SIFS+8+CTS
<Ω< +SIFS+5+DATA

+SIFS46
(3.13)

In this case, the secondary stations (i.e., Station C, Station D) perform the weight 
sensing procedure as follows:
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Preamble 
72 bits

Antenna 
Weights 
96 bits

Duration 
16 bits

(b) SPdst

Preamble 
72 bits

Antenna 
. Weights 

96 bits

Figure 3.6: Weight Sensing Period Packet Formats

• At the instant the primary transmission completes, the secondary station trans
mitter (Station C) halts transmission of the DATA packet.

• After SIFS time, this station sends a SPsre packet containing antenna weights, 
transmission duration and pilot symbols for channel estimation.

• Following SPsrc and a small time to account for propagation delay, the sec
ondary receiving station (Station D) sends a SPdst packet containing antenna 
weights and pilot symbols for channel estimation.

• Again after SIFS time, the secondary transmitter attaches a short PHY header 
to the remaining portion of the DATA packet (now referred to as DATAfrag,2).

• At this time, the secondary stations are now referred to as primary stations and 
are governed by MAC operation for primary stations.

The timing diagram for WSP is shown in Figure 3.5(c). The packet formats 
for both SPsrc and SPdst are shown in Figures 3.6(a) and 3.6(b) respectively. Both 
packets contain the weights currently used by the secondary stations as well as pilot 
symbols embedded in the PHY preamble for channel estimation. Furthermore, SPsrc 
contains the duration of the remaining portion of transmission.

3.2.3.4 Scenario 4

Occasionally the residual time Ω is insufficient to complete a successful RTS/CTS 
exchange, meaning:

Ω < RTS+SIFS+⅛+CTS+SIFS+δ (3.14)

In this case the station does not send an RTS packet and alternatively defers to the 
end of the primary transmission as well as increment its backoff counter. This action
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Figure 3.7: Flowchart of MA-MAC Operation
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RECEIVE_RTS(channel)
//When any station receives RTS packet
1. IF channel is idle THEN

IF station is destination THEN
Design Weights for best SNR;
Send CTS;

ELSE
Design Weights to NULL transmission;
Store Transmission Duration in NAV1;

IF station is .destination THEN
Send CTS using weights to not interfere;

ELSE
Store Antenna Weights;
Store Transmission Duration in NA V2;
SET NA V to min(NA V1,NAV2);
FREEZE backoff counter;

4.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8. ELSE
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16. END if

CHANNEL CONTEND(channel)
//When a stations backoff counter reaches zero
17. IF channel is idle THEN
18. Send RTS (∞mpete for access) with Random Weights;
19. ELSE
20. MAC_DECISION(NA V1_expire_time);
21. END if

MAC_DECISION(primary_tx_enc)
22. CASE primary_tx_end will occur during this station's:
23. RTS/CTS exchange: SET NAV to primary_tx_end;
24. Increment Contention Window; //Case 4
25. break;
26. ELSE: Send RTS with weights to not interfere

with primary transmission;

FINISHLTRANSMISSION J 0
//When station finishes transmission as primary 

27. Listen to channel for WSPpartial time;
28. IF channel is NOT idle THEN
29. IF SP8re received THEN
30. Listen for and receive SPosi
31. Store antenna antenna weights and channel

information;
32. Store Transmission Duration in NAV1
33. ELSE
34. Defer ACK-WSPpartiai;
35. END if
36. END if
37. Defer DIFS;
38. Start decrementing backoff counter;

FINSH_TRANSMISSION_20
//When station finishes transmission as secondary
39. IF Case 2 THEN
40. Defer primary_tx_end + ACK + DIFS;
41. ELSE /∕Case1
42. Defer DIFS;

WEIGHT_SENSING_PERIODO
/Secondary station action at primary_tx_end if Case 3
43. Secondary transmitter halts DAT Ag transmission;
44. After SIFS time, send SP8re;
45. After an allotment for propagation delay, secondary receiver 

sends SPda;
46. After SIFS time, secondary transmitter sends 

DAT‰,2 with additional PHY header;

Figure 3.8: Pseudo-code for MA-MAC Operation

is taken as there is insufficient time to establish a successful transmission (perform 
RTS/CTS packet exchange). The operational flowchart and the pseudo-code for MA- 
MAC is given in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 respectively.

3.3 Performance Results
In this section, detailed simulation results are provided for the proposed MA-MAC 
protocol. This evaluation is performed in NS-2 and comparisons are done with re
spect to the previously proposed SPACE-MAC protocol. As previously discussed, 
the performance of SPACE-MAC relies heavily on the selection of its silence period 
parameter, therefore comparisons are drawn for each network configuration with an 
optimized value of this silence period. The standard parameters used are shown in 
Table 3.1, other parameters are as specified.

As the goal of utilizing MA-MAC is to increase the overall MAC layer datarate, 
firstly results are presented for a saturated network. This is a network in which 
at all times, all stations have remaining packets in their buffer to be transmitted
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Table 3.1: MA-MAC Simulation parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value

SIFS
Slot Time
SPdst
WSPpartial
Propagation delay (5)
CWmin
RTS (MA-MAC)
RTS (SPACE-MAC)

10us DIFS 50us
20us SPsrc 184 bits
168 bits DATAfrag2 PHY header 72 bits
194us WSP 450us

6us PHY Data Rate !Mbps
32 CWmnae 1024
56 bytes CTS (MA-MAC) 50 bytes
58 bytes CTS (SPACE-MAC) 52 bytes

on the channel. These results will demonstrate the maximum datarate which can be 
utilized by the MAC layer for data transmission. Secondly, an unsaturated network is 
examined. Unlike the saturated case, this network incurs idle periods where stations 
have empty buffers. In such a scenario, the throughput for both protocols is the same 
and the packet delay is the metric of interest.

3.3.1 Saturated Performance
3.3.1.1 Overall Improvements

In order to evaluate the performance of MA-MAC and SPACE-MAC schemes under 
saturated conditions, a network scenario is created with stations that send fixed size 
packets at a constant bit rate equal to the maximum data rate offered by the MIMO 
physical (PHY) layer (i.e., 1 Mbps from Table 3.1). This forces all stations to always 
be in saturated condition as they always have packets to send in their buffer. In these 
simulations, all the stations are located within the transmission range of each other 
and therefore exist in a single collision domain. The performance of both MA-MAC 
and SPACE-MAC is shown for varying number of stations in order to provide an 
overall comparison of saturated throughput for these protocols. Throughput in this 
work is defined as the ratio of the MAC layer throughput with respect to the offered 
PHY layer datarate.

Figure 3.9 shows the performance under saturated conditions for a varying 
number of stations. It can be seen that MA-MAC performs better than the best per
formance achievable with SPACE-MAC. The throughput for both protocols is shown
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Figure 3.9: Performance vs Network Size under Saturated Conditions

in Figure 3.9(a). The achievable overall throughput using SPACE-MAC is approxi
mately 1.3, whereas MA-MAC achieves more than 1.5 in overall throughput. Though 
delay values under saturated conditions have little significance, the average delay ex
perienced by the transmitted data packets in MA-MAC is smaller when compared to 
SPACE-MAC for all network sizes (see Figure 3.9(b)).

3.3.1.2 Effect on Network Parameters

The same saturated network scenario is utilized to examine the effects of various net
work parameters on the performance of MA-MAC. In this case individual parameters 
are varied independently to study their effect on the overall network throughput.

Figure 3.10 shows the performance of both schemes for varying packet and 
network sizes. The throughput of both protocols increases with respect to packet 
size. As shown, as the network size increases, the throughput is reduced for both 
protocols. This is a result of the greater number of collisions experienced in the 
dense network. Both protocols experience this similar trend, however the overall 
throughput for MA-MAC is significantly larger than that of SPACE-MAC. This is 
due to the inefficiency present in the need for large silence periods in SPACE-MAC.

In Figure 3.11 the packet size is fixed to 1024 bytes, and the size of the minimum 
contention window is varied for both protocols. The maximum number of backoff 
stages is also set to 6. It is observed that the contention window size that offers
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the maximum throughput depends largely on the number of stations in the network. 
For MA-MAC, the maximum throughput is achieved when the minimum contention 
window is set to 64 with a network size of 10 stations, however for a 50 station network, 
the window size must be 512 to achieve the best performance. Furthermore, increasing 
the window further beyond the maximum point results in large degradations in the 
throughput. By varying the window size for SPACE-MAC, a major limitation is 
revealed in the protocol operation. Examining once again Figure 3.11, there is a rapid 
reduction in throughput for SPACE-MAC once a threshold window size is reached 
based on the number of stations in the network. This occurs as the residual time in 
SPACE-MAC (the time threshold for which a station decides to transmit) is small 
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when stations are ready to transmit following such large backoffs, as such, frequently 
stations cannot initiate a secondary transmission due to the restriction imposed via 
the SPACE-MAC silence period.

Next the effect of the maximum number of backoff stages on network through
put is studied. For this the minimum contention window size is fixed to 32 and the 
maximum number of backoff stages is varied. The contention window value is cho
sen to coincide with the default configuration in the 802.11 standard. Figure 3.12 
shows the results of these simulations. For 10 stations using MA-MAC, the change in 
throughput as a function of backoff stage is negligible. This is due to the low number 
of stations involved in collision since a station which successfully sends a packet will 
not enter an additional backoff stage. For 20 and 50 station scenarios, it is observed 
that for low backoff stages, the throughput suffers degradation. At approximately 
a maximum backoff stage value of 6, the throughput gain associated with any addi
tional increases is negligible. SPACE-MAC experiences similar trends as the number 
of backoff stages increases with respect to MA-MAC, however achieves lower relative 
aggregate throughput.

Finally the effect of a varying number of stations on network throughput is 
shown. In this case, three sets of values are used for the contention window size and 
number of backoff stages. The results are shown in Figure 3.13. It can be observed 
that the throughput of both protocols reduces for an increasing number of stations. 
The window size of 128 offers the highest throughput for a large number of stations. 
It can be observed that when there are a small number of stations, there are many 
wasted idle slots causing a reduction in throughput. For a window size of 128 and 
a maximum backoff stage of 3, SPACE-MAC however experiences a slight gain in 
throughput unlike MA-MAC. This is due to the modification of the silence period 
parameter in SPACE-MAC to allow it to achieve maximum throughput for each set 
of parameters.

3.3.1.3 Fairness

The fairness of the MA-MAC protocol is also studied thoroughly for numerous net
work sizes and under different scenarios. For clarity the results are presented for only 
6 and 12 stations scenarios. The throughput and delay observed for each station in 
these scenarios are tabulated to compare fairness. All the stations are under saturated 
conditions and send 1024 bytes packets at a constant bitrate. All other parameters
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Table 3.2: MA-MAC Fairness Comparison for 6 and 12 Station Networks

Station ID Throughput (kbps) Delay (ms) Throughput (kbps) Delay (ms)

1 259.41 1571 128.12 3182
2 256.39 1589 128.75 3162
3 254.22 1603 123.04 3312
4 259.29 1571 122.49 3325
5 246.83 1651 131.79 3093
6 249.10 1635 128.45 3170
7 — — 125.06 3261
8 — — 127.65 3194
9 — — 119.44 3413
10 — — 129.16 3146
11 — — 121.90 3342
12 — — 126.22 3225

Std. Deviation 8.05 33.38 3.65 95.38

are found in Table 3.1. These results are presented in Table 3.2. From the Table, it 
can be observed that the proposed MA-MAC scheme provides a reasonable degree of 
fairness to all the wireless stations on the channel which is clear by the low standard 
deviation of both throughput and delay.

3.3.2 Unsaturated Performance
In addition to the maximum MAC layer datarate of MA-MAC, the delay performance 
is also of interest under unsaturated conditions. For this study, the networking sce
nario shown in Figure 3.14 is created. All these stations are located in a single collision 
domain and have a queue length of 50 packets. Bi-directional transmission is enabled 
between the wireless stations as shown in the diagram. The transmissions are denoted 
as uplinks and downlinks for identifying the direction of data transmission between 
stations. For example, Station A uses downlink to transmit to Station B while Sta
tion B uses uplink to transmit to Station A. All wireless stations are transmitting at 
64 kbps for both types of links.
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Network Scenario

3.3.2.1 Effect of Link Packet Size

By varying the data packet size of the downlink, observations can be made on the 
overall packet delay. For this, stations transmit at a constant bit rate with uplinks 
transmitting 512 byte packets while varying the size of downlink packets to study the 
effect on packet delay. The average delay per station for both MA-MAC and SPACE- 
MAC is shown in Figure 3.15. From this, it is observed that the overall average packet 
delay experienced in the network increases linearly as the data packet length of the 
downlink is varied. More importantly, the average delay experienced per packet for 
MA-MAC is approximately 20 — 25% less than that achievable with SPACE-MAC.

3.3.2.2 Effect of Increasing Number of Stations

It is also important to determine the maximum number of users that can transmit 
without overloading the network. For this, the unsaturated scenario is again used, 
however the number of links is steadily increased while measuring the throughput 
and delay of each station (i.e., instead of having 6 stations form three pairs of links, 
x stations will form % links). Both uplinks and downlinks have fixed packet sizes of 
512 bytes. The results are shown in Figure 3.16. MA-MAC performs better than 
SPACE-MAC as the network size increases. Infact, MA-MAC is able to allow 2 more

-— MA-MAC
6 - SPACE-MAC
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links than SPACE-MAC without sacrificing per station throughput and entering into 
saturation.

3.3.2.3 Packet Delay Distribution

It has been shown that the per packet delay for MA-MAC is less than that of SPACE- 
MAC. This can further be revealed by analyzing the distribution of packet delay for 
the unsaturated network scenario. The previously used unsaturated network scenario 
is employed with 10 stations. The number of stations for this scenario is chosen after 
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studying the results presented in Figure 3.16 as at this network size all stations are 
able to achieve their 64 kbps throughput irrespective of the chosen protocol. The 
probability density function (PDF) of the delay performance for both MA-MAC and 
SPACE-MAC is shown in Figure 3.17. From this it can be observed that the variation 
in delay experienced by packets in MA-MAC is less than that experienced in SPACE- 
MAC.

PDF analysis is also performed for other network sizes in unsaturated conditions 
to verify the performance of MA-MAC. In all cases the delay performance achieved 
by MA-MAC is better than that achievable with SPACE-MAC.

3.4 Protocol Remarks
The work in this Chapter has demonstrated the ability of the proposed MA-MAC 
scheme of offering improved performance for MIMO systems. The protocol was thor
oughly evaluated and shown that by making proper scheduling decisions, can offer 
improvements upwards of 25% in terms of throughput and delay versus recently pro
posed MIMO MAC protocols.

These improvements were confirmed for networks under both saturated and un
saturated conditions. Furthermore, the proposed scheme is robust to varying network 
conditions and is not dependant on empirically designed parameters.

In the next Chapter, the role of MAC protocols in service differentiation in 
addressed. In this work, a new point-to-multipoint protocol is introduced to handle 
service differentiation of voice, video and best-effort data traffic.
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Chapter 4
Television Time-Division Multiple Access

Another role of the media access control layer is to provide service differentiation to 
packet data. This service differentiation is in the form of providing Quality of Service 
(QoS) to various types of network traffic.

In this chapter, Television Time-Division Multiple-Access (TV-TDMA) is dis
cussed. This protocol is an application-based point-to-multipoint MAC protocol de
signed to provide triple-play services (video, voice and data) delivery to four sub
scriber stations over existing physical layer technologies.

4.1 Motivation
Currently, data networks are being used to carry a number of services. Every com
ponent of the network must be able to handle the requirements of these individual 
services. The local area network is the final segment of the delivery path for this data. 
This is frequently referred to as the “last-mile”. As stated, in this work, triple-play 
services are to be delivered to end-users from a central hub. To identify the needs of 
a new MAC design in order to achieve these system requirements, an evaluation of 
existing WLAN protocols is performed to identify the limitations of these protocols 
in meeting these demands.

4.1.1 System Requirements
The goal of the target system is to provide triple-play services to four subscribing sta
tions while maintaining Quality of Service to each station. The specific requirements 
outlined for each traffic class is listed below.

• Video (downlink only):

— Format - MPEG-2 (Variable Bitrate)
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— Target bitrate - 4Mbps

- Resolution - 720x480 pixels

— Frame Rate - 30Hz

- Audio Rate - 128kbps (Stereo)

• Voice (duplex):

- Format - G.711

- Bitrate- 64kbps

- Packet Rate - 50 packets per second

• Data (duplex):

— Best-effort support for both downlink and uplink data

As previously stated, the application requires delivery of services over existing 
physical layer technologies. The advantage of the purposed reasoning is two-fold. 
Firstly, as existing technologies such as 802.11a∕b∕g utilize the unlicensed spectrum, 
there is no cost incurred as no licensing of additional spectrum is required. Fur
thermore, the wide-availability and low-cost of consumer 802.llx equipment elim
inates the requirement of custom hardware design. For this reason, a number of 
researchers have recently used 802.llx based hardware for implementation of custom 
MAC schemes [29, 30, 31].

In this work, the 802.11a physical layer is focused on as the number of de
vices operating in the 5GHz band is low thereby reducing the amount of co-channel 
interference in the system.

4.1.2 Existing Designs
In order to assess the need for design of a application-based MAC scheme, the per
formance of existing MAC protocols must first be examined. The specifics of the 
protocols examined are described below.
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4.1.2.1 Distributed Coordination Function

The 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF) is an access mechanism utilized 
in the 802.11a∕b∕g series of technologies. This mechanism is mandatory in any hard
ware that is compatible to the standard. It allows for distributively controlled access 
to the wireless channel, with no differentiation between traffic categories.

4.1.2.2 Point Coordination Function

The 802.11 point coordination function (PCF) is an optional access mechanism for 
centralized control with an access point. PCF utilizes two periods: a contention-free 
period (CFP) and a contention-period (CP). During the CFP, the access point polls 
stations on its polling list. During this poll, both the access point can send data in 
the downlink and stations can send data in the uplink. The remaining portion (un
polled) portion of the PCF Frame is the CP. The CP utilizes the mandatory DCF 
access mechanism described above.

4.1.2.3 Enhanced DCF

The 802.Ile Enhanced DCF (EDCF) is a distributed QoS capable MAC. This pro
tocol is again mandatory for devices conforming to the 802.11e standard. Traffic 
differentiation is employed by defining eight priority categories that are mapped to 
four access categories of traffic. Each of these access categories maintains a set of ac
cess parameters to control individual access to the channel. The design of the access 
parameters favour higher priority traffic. In addition, EDCF also contains several 
other QoS enhancements such as contention free bursting (CFB) which allows a sta
tion to send several packets without contending again for the channel. There is also an 
optional block acknowledgment mechanism to reduce the number of acknowledgement 
packets transmitted.

4.1.2.4 Hybrid Coordination Function Controlled Channel Access

In addition to EDCF, the 802.Ile standard defines HCCA, a centralized access mech
anism. HCCA also provides Quality of Service standards to different traffic classes. 
In this scheme, an access point allows or disallows requests for traffic streams (TSs). 
A TS request is initiated by a station wishing to transfer Quality of Service enabled
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Figure 4.1: Point-To-Multipoint Wireless Network Scenario

traffic. Each TS request contains a set of specifications (TSPECs) with specific in
formation on the QoS requirements. With this knowledge, the access point schedules 
various controlled access periods (CAPs) in which the access point controls traffic. 
The design of the scheduler is not defined in the standard, however a reference sched
uler design is provided. During the remainder of the frame, stations may also access 
the medium using EDCF.

4.1.3 Performance of Existing Protocols
4.1.3.1 Evaluation System

The above protocols were implemented in the ns-2 environment to validate their 
performance for the application. The EDCF model from [24] is used, while the HCCA 
model from [25] is used. The point-to-multipoint scenario in Figure 4.1 is used where 
a cable hub delivers services to the four stations. Firstly, only downlink video and 
bidirectional G.711 voice is employed with parameters configured as laid out in the 
system requirements.

The video stream statistics are shown in Table 4.1. The performance is mea
sured over an 802.11a physical layer where the configured physical parameters are 
shown in Table 4.2. All stations are also located within the same collision domain.
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Additional protocol specific configuration includes:

• Both DCF and EDCF utilize the basic access mechanism.

• The beacon period for PCF is configured to 20ms.

• The high variability of the video bitrate results in the inability to negotiate 
successful TSPECs with the proper configuration. As a result, TSPECs are 
modified from their proper parameters to allow successful negotiation .1

• EDCF contention windows for each access class are further summarized in Ta
ble 4.3.

1Modifying TSPECs has a negative effect on performance of the reference scheduler. 
This results in low performance of HCCA for the variable bitrate traffic as shown in the 
results.

Table 4.1: Encoded Video Statistics

Video Number: 1 2 3 4

Average Bitrate: 4.13Mbps 3.81Mbps 3.64Mbps 3.36Mbps
Minimum Frame Size: 829B 821B 821B 821B
Mean Frame Size: 17.2 × 103B 15.9 × IO3B 15.2 × IO3B 14.0 × IO3B
Maximum Frame Size: 83.9 × IO3B 105.3 × IO3B 103.2 × IO3B 93.4 × IO3B

Table 4.2: 802.11a Physical Layer and Universal Parameters for ns-2

Parameter Value Parameter Value

CWmin 15 CWmax 1023
Slot Time 9us SIFS Time 16us
PIFS Time 25us DIFS Time 34us
PLCP and Basic Datarate 6Mbps PLCP Header Size 40 bytes
Preamble Size 96 bytes Data Rate 54Mbps
Packet Error Rate 1% Short Retry Limit 4
Long Retry Limit 7 TX Buffer Size 200 Packets
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Table 4.3: EDCF Priority Queue Parameters

Traffic Category: Voice Video Best-Effort Background

CWmin: 3 7 15 15

CWmax: 7 15 1023 1023
AIFS2: 2 2 3 7
TXOP: 1504us 3008us — —

2When AIFS is represented by a number n, the value of AIFS(n) = SIFS + nSlot-Time.

4.1.3.2 Video and Voice Results

In Table 4.4, the results for the video and voice streams are presented for all four 
existing protocols. The results show that EDCF offers the best performance for the 
variable bitrate video with regards to the number of dropped frames and average 
frame delay. HCCA offers the worst performance for this video traffic. This is due to 
the design of the scheduler and the improper negotiation of TSPECs. Additionally, 
the high frame loss associated with HCCA is because with HCCA, a packet that is 
not serviced before its specified delay tolerance will not be serviced at all.

For voice traffic, EDCF also offers the best performance for the uplink voice, 
however HCCA performs best for the downlink (which can be seen by the negligible 
delay standard deviation). This is because the HCCA reference scheduler performs 
well for constant bitrate scheduling.

Overall, EDCF offers the best performance in terms of handling both variable 
bitrate video and bidirectional voice. Next, the evaluation system in Figure 4.1 again 
used, with the addition of best-effort data traffic and evaluated using EDCF (as it 
offers the best performance of all schemes). This is used to measure the ability of 
delivering best-effort services along with video and voice traffic. For best-effort traffic, 
a downlink and uplink to each station is setup with constant bitrate traffic. Packet 
sizes are fixed to 1024 bytes with the downlink and uplink datarates configured to 
3Mbps and 1Mbps respectively. These datarates are comparable to moderate level 
service rates offered by major internet service providers [32, 33].

The overall best-effort throughput on the downlink was 1.43Mbps on average per 
station, while the average uplink achieved IMbps (as configured). At these datarates,
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Table 4.4: Existing Protocols Performance Results for Video and Voice Traffic

Station Number: 1 2 3 4

Number of Sent Frames: 15000
Video Bitrate: 4.13Mbps

15000 14994 14999
3.81Mbps 3.64Mbps 3.36Mbps

DCF
Received Frames: 14734
Dropped Frames: 266
Avg. Frame Delay: 8.16ms
Voice Packets (Up/Down): 100/99.63%
Avg. Delay (Up/Down): 0.60∕8.83ms
Delay Std. Dev. (Up/Down): 0.48/20.13

14758 14744 14746
242 250 253

8.29ms 8.26ms 8.23ms
100/99.48% 100/99.49% 100/99.40%
0.63∕8.88ms 0.61∕9.04ms 0.60∕9.07ms
0.47/19.91 0.45/19.96 0.44/19.86

PCF
Received Frames: 14936
Dropped Frames: 64
Avg. Frame Delay: 3.22ms
Voice Packets (Up/Down): 100/99.39%
Avg. Delay (Up/Down): 0.61∕3.18ms
Delay Std. Dev. (Up/Down): 0.33/9.10

14942 14938 14939
58 56 60

3.24ms 3.27ms 3.21ms
100/99.26% 100/99.31% 100/99.39%
0.66∕3.34ms 0.64∕3.41ms 0.63∕3.46ms

0.40/9.23 0.58/9.12 0.67/9.09

EDCF
Received Frames: 14996
Dropped Frames: 4
Avg. Frame Delay: 0.90ms
Voice Packets (Up/Down): 100/100%
Avg. Delay (Up/Down): 0.33∕0.25ms
Delay Std. Dev. (Up/Down): 0.33/0.18

14995 14991 14993
5 3 6

0.91ms 0.93ms 0.89ms
100/100% 100/100% 100/100%

0.46∕0.27ms 0.35∕0.40ms 0.32∕0.28ms
0.40/0.19 0.30/0.26 0.29/0.21

HCCA
Received Frames: 11029
Dropped Frames: 3971
Avg. Frame Delay: 22.8ms
Voice Packets (Up/Down): 100/97.89%
Avg. Delay (Up/Down): 4.17/19.2ms
Delay Std. Dev. (Up/Down): 2.64/0.0

10249 10379 10355
4751 4615 4644

36.9ms 29.8ms 38.3ms
100/98.06% 100/97.98% 100/98.02%
4.17∕19.4ms 4.17∕19.5ms 4.19∕19.7ms

2.61/0.0 2.63/0.0 2.64/0.0

Note: Received and dropped frames as well as the average frame delay consists of both 
I and P-Frames. Voice packets represents the successful reception rate for the uplink and 
downlink voice packets. These results are in the presence of voice and video traffic only.
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the network has reached saturation and cannot accommodate any additional traffic. 
The total network throughput in this scenario is approximately 25Mbps (by combining 
the rates achieved by each traffic flow). This is less than half of the physical datarate 
(54Mbps). The reason for such low MAC layer throughput is due to a number of 
factors including:

• Packet errors due to channel (retransmissions).

• Packet errors due to collision (retransmissions).

• Contention mechanism (idle slot times)

• Physical layer overhead (preamble and PLCP header)

• MAC layer overhead (802.11 headers)

The physical layer overhead is a function of the physical layer employed. For a 
fixed physical layer, this is little that can be done for improvement.

MAC layer overhead may be reduced by employing reduced size MAC headers 
as the 802.Ile MAC headers are 32 bytes in length. In addition, use of the Stop 
and Wait ARQ mechanism means that acknowledgements must be received for each 
individual packet resulting in this additional MAC overhead.

Collision and excess idle times can be elimiated by use of a TDMA-based access 
scheme. The need is clear when examining the above scenario. The total time wasted 
in collisions and idle slots is approximately 16%3 of the total channel time which is a 
large percentage of wasted time.

Finally, packet errors due to the channel is a function of the propagation en
vironment, however error control coding or rate adaption can be used to reduce its 
effects. In addition, retransmissions of time-sensitive traffic may be reduced or elim
inated.

4.2 Protocol Operation
In order to meet the demands required, this section introduces the design of TV- 
TDMA, an application-based TDMA MAC scheme. This MAC scheme is designed to

3Measured from the simulation of EDCF with video, voice and best-effort traffic.
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provide QoS to four subscribing stations in a point-to-multipoint network. TV-TDMA 
addresses the limitations of existing schemes (such as DCF and EDCF) by providing 
a centralized scheduling mechanism to reduce overhead by eliminating collisions, idle 
times and per packet acknowledgement. TV-TDMA also provides a dynamic packet 
allocation scheme to meet QoS requirements.

4.2.1 TV-TDMA Frame
TV-TDMA operates frame-by-frame. Each TV-TDMA frame is divided into two sub
frames: downlink and uplink. This is similar to the 802.16 (WiMAX) scheme [34]. 
The downlink frame is used to transmit packets from the access point to the subscriber 
stations, while the uplink subframe is used to transmit packets from the individual 
subscriber stations to the access point. Guard intervals are instituted to eliminate 
collisions of downlink and uplink packets. The TV-TDMA frame is shown in Fig
ure 4.2.

DOWNLINK FRAME UPLINK FRAME

-TV-TDMA Superframe-

Figure 4.2: TV-TDMA Superframe

4.2.1.1 Downlink Frame

The design of the downlink frame is shown in Figure 4.3. The downlink first begins 
with a beacon packet. This packet contains information required to schedule all 
stations within this frame. Following this, the access point will send one voice packet 
if available to each station in sequence. The duration of these packets (and as such 
their location within the frame) is fixed to reduce jitter. The remainder of the frame 
is divided into four variable length downlink slots. Each slot transmits data to a given 
subscribing station. During this slot, the AP transmits in the following order:
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Figure 4.3: TV-TDMA Downlink Frame

VIDEO ARQ BE ARQ NEW BE

DOWNLINK FRAME

• Video ARQ Queue (packets which are being retransmitted from a previous 
frame)

• Video Queue (newly arrived video packets)

• Best-Effort ARQ Queue (best-effort packets which are being retransmitted from 
a previous frame)

• Newly arrived Best-Effort packets

The number of packets of each type transmitted during each downlink slot is con
trolled by the allocation algorithm and is discussed in detail in Section 4.2.4.

4.2.1.2 Uplink Frame

The design of the uplink frame is shown in Figure 4.4. This frame is again divided 
into eight slots. The first four variable length slots are for best-effort packets (one 
slot for each station), while the latter four are for uplink voice packets (if available). 
The placement of the uplink voice packets is such that their location in each frame 
remains fixed to reduce jitter.

The size of each best-effort uplink slot is determined by the uplink map. This 
uplink map is contained in the beacon packet broadcast at the start of each frame. 
The AP assigns an uplink slot to each station based on the slot time requested. For 
this reason, all subscribing stations provide feedback of their current buffer sizes to 
the access point during each frame in the header of uplink voice packets. The AP 
utilizes this knowledge to schedule transmissions and allocate slots during the frame.
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UPLINK FRAME

UL4UL3UL UL2

BE ARQ NEW BE

Figure 4.4: TV-TDMA Uplink Frame

Inter-station 
Uplink Guard

-PLCP Header-

PLCP Preamble Rate Reserved Length Parity Tail Service PSDU Tail Pad
12 Symbols 4 bits 1 bit 12 bits 1 bit 6 bits 16 bits (Variable) 6 bits Bits

HTx Time = 20us- I ++1 OFDM Symbol - BPSK, Rate=1∕2 
Tx Time = 4μs '

Rate as set in PLCP Header 
(up to 54Mbps)

Figure 4.5: 802.11a Packet

4.2.2 Packet Formats
In this section, the packet formats are described. All packets contain the physical layer 
preamble as well the PLCP header at the beginning of the frame. These are described 
in the 802.11a physical layer specifications [35]. This format is shown in Figure 4.5. 
The preamble is used to sychronize and prepare the receiver for packet reception 
while the PLCP header also contains the datarate at which the MAC payload will 
be transmitted. The PSDU shown in Figure 4.5 is the Physical layer Service Data 
Unit. This is the MAC payload data (including MAC headers). In all MAC payload 
headers, the first two bits is the Frame Control. The format of this entry is shown in 
Table 4.5. In addition, TV-TDMA utilizes a unique addressing scheme. An address 
entry is stored as 1 byte. Four bits are used to represent the network id while the other 
four are used to denote the host id. The network id is shared among all subscriber 
stations while the host id is unique. A host id of OxOO denotes the access point. Each 
bit in the host id defines a particular station (i.e., bit 1 → Station 1, bit 2 → Station 2, 
etc). With this method, a broadcast by the access point will involve setting all bits
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Table 4.5: Frame Control

Name Length (bits) Description

FC-TYPE 4 Packet Type, 0x02 = Data Packet, 0x04 = Bea
con Packet

FC-SUBTYPE 4 Data Packet Subtype, 0x01 = Best-Effort, 0x02 
= Voice, 0x03 = Video

FC-PKT • 3 Number of Packets Contained in MPDU

FC-RETRY 1 Legacy Retry bit for Hardware Implementation, 
ALWAYS SET TO 1

UNUSED 4 Reserved for Future Use

Table 4.6: Address Structure

Name Length (bits) Description
NETWORK 4 Network ID Shared amongst stations in network

HOST 4 Station ID, OxOO = Access Point, otherwise Sta-
. 4 tion-

of the host id (or OxOF). This addressing scheme is used to provide future support for 
multicast transmissions.

4.2.2.1 Beacon Packet

The beacon packet is responsible for disseminating frame information to all the sub
scriber stations. The structure of the beacon packet is shown in Figure 4.6. As shown 
the beacon packet contains the upload map (ULMAP). The ULMAP contains infor
mation regarding the upload slot location, duration and assigned station. Both the 
slot duration and the location of the slot is stored as a 16 bit integer representing the 
size in microseconds. This location is stored as an offset measurement. This offset 
measurement is referenced from the time of reception of the beacon packet. In total, 
there are 8 ULMAP entries: two allocated per station. The first slot is variable length 
and assigned to best-effort traffic. The latter is fixed length and allocated to voice 
traffic. The location of this slot is fixed at the end of the TV-TDMA frame to reduce 
voice jitter.

4To provide future support for multicast, stations logically AND these four bits with 
their station id (valid station ids are 0x01, 0x02, 0x04 and 0x08). A non-zero result means 
a given station is the one addressed
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€---------------------------------------------------------------------- PSDU ...............- .............. -.....................................•

ADDRESS
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MAP MAP
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MAP MAP MAP MAP
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Control
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Figure 4.6: Beacon Packet

4--------------------------------------------------- PSDU-
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Frame
Control

Receiver 
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Transmitter 
Address

Video 
Sequence

- Data 
Sequence Feedback Payload ; CRC

2 bytes 1 byte 1 byte 2 bytes 2 bytes 2bytes Variable 4 bytes

Figure 4.7: Payload Header

4.2.2.2 Payload Packets

All payload packets (Video, Voice and Best-Effort) utilize the MAC payload header 
in Figure 4.7. This header contains both the transmitter and receiver address, ARQ 
data and optional feedback. Following the MAC header is the data payload. Also, 
the MAC packet has an automatically appended5 4 byte CRC field at the tail end of 
the packet.

5This field is automatically appended to the payload in the optional hardware imple
mentation
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4.2.2.3 Voice Payload Packet

The purpose of transmitting voice payload packets is two-fold. The first reason is the 
transmission of voice packet data itself. The size of this data utilizing the specified 
codec (G.711) is fixed to 200 bytes. This is comprised of:

Size = 160 Data + 12 RTP Header + 8 UDP Header + 20 IP Header = 200 bytes

TV-TDMA utilizes this knowledge to statically schedule these packets within 
the frame (see Figures 4.3 and 4.4 respectively). It is possible that during a given 
TV-TDMA frame that there are no voice packets in the MAC buffer. In this case, 
the transmission slot size remains the same. This is to reduce jitter of voice packets 
destined for other stations. For this reason, the length of the TV-TDMA superframe 
should be no larger than the packet generation rate of the voice codec (or 20ms) and 
should be an even fraction of the generation rate (e.g., 20ms, 10ms, 5ms).

The second reason is that the voice payload header is used to exchange feed
back information to the stations. The access point utilizes the Data Sequence field 
to feedback the last successful best-effort packet received in sequence for the ARQ 
mechanism. Subscribing stations utilize both the Data Sequence field and the Video 
Sequence field to relay back the last successfully received packet in sequence to the AP 
for both best-effort and video respectively. Voice packets do not contain a sequence 
number as there is no retransmission or acknowledgment of voice packets due to their 
real-time requirements.

In addition to ARQ feedback, subscribing stations also provide feedback on the 
length of time required to transmit its entire best-effort buffer in the Feedback field. 
The value of this field is:

Feedback = min(65535, Time in microseconds_to_transmit_buffer)

4.2.2.4 Video Payload Packet

Downlink video traffic is sent as a video payload. For these packets, the Video Se
quence field is used with an incrementing sequence number to denote the packet id for 
ARQ operation. The AP maintains a separate sequence for each subscribing station 
video stream.
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4.2.2.5 Best-Effort Payload Packet

Any traffic that does not fall within the constraints of the downlink video or up- 
link/downlink voice is termed best-effort. The allotment for these packets is low 
priority and is again scheduled by the MAC allocation scheme described later. The 
Data Sequence field is used with an incrementing sequence number to denote the 
packet id for ARQ operation. The AP also maintains a separate sequence for each 
subscribing station best-effort packets.

4.2.3 Association
Association/Re-Association in TV-TDMA is handled inherently by its implementa
tion. As TV-TDMA is designed for a fixed point implementation and the set of 
subscriber stations is assigned statically to the access point, there is no need for an 
association mechanism in TV-TDMA. Association is done statically when the net
work is first configured. Each station has a host and network id. All stations in the 
local network (including the access point) share the network id, while the access point 
is assigned the host id of 0 and subscriber stations are assigned ids 1 — 4. Eliminating 
the need of an association scheme via proper initial configuration allows the entire 
TV-TDMA frame to be contention-free in that no station must request association 
with the access point.

4.2.4 MAC Scheduling Scheme
The MAC allocation scheme follows a series of steps to allocate the frame. Following 
any step, if the entire frame is allocated, the process exits. The allocation scheme does 
not determine the transmission sequence of the packets, alternatively it determines 
a) which packets are processed on the downlink; and b) the slot times allocated for 
uplink to each subscribing station. The steps for the allocation process are:

1. Determine the amount of transmission time in the frame Frame-Time-Beacon- 
Upguard — Downguard.

2. Allocate time required for transmission of all voice packets and their interpacket 
guard time.

3. Allocate Video ARQ buffer. These are video packets requiring retransmission.
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4. Allocate Best-Effort ARQ buffer. These are best-effort class packets requiring 
retransmission.

5. Allocate newly arrived Video packets (see Section 4.2.4.1)

6. Allocate uplink and downlink best-effort packets (see Section 4.2.4.2)

4.2.4.1 Video Packet Allocation

Once voice and retransmitted packets are allocated, a video packet allocation scheme 
is used. As all other services are classified as best-effort, the video packet allocation 
scheme is exhaustive. This means that video packets are allocated until either a) the

Algorithm 1 Video Packet Allocation Scheme
1: τ <= Time-Remaining-Zor-Allocation-In-This-Frame
2: 8 < Interpacket-Guardtime
3: βi < Number-of-Packets-in-Video-Queue-forStation-i,i ∈ {1,2,3,4}
4: Yi 40,i€ {1, 2, 3,4}
5: while Yi 7 Bi, for any i do
6: S = {si} = arg min (3;)

8: k =S § € S, Pris = Sil = E
9: if Yk = Bk then

10: P = nextPacket(k) ∕∕ Next Packet in Queue k
11: t = TXTime(P)
12: if t ≤ τ then
13: SchedulePacket(k)
14: τ = τ-t-δ
15: % =Y+1
16: else
17: Yk = Bk // No Time Remaining to Allocate Packet P
18: end if
19: else
20: return ∕∕ No More Packets Can Be Allocated
21: end if
22: end while 

entire frame is allocated or b) all video transmission queues have been exhausted. 
Condition (a) is reached when the transmission time of the next packet in any video 
queue destined for a station is greater than the remaining time available for allocation.
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In order to determine which packets are allocated to the given frame. A propor
tional fair access scheme is used where the number of packets allocated to each station 
is proportional to the number of video packet enqueued to the station of interest. The 
algorithm is explained in Algorithm 1.

4.2.4.2 Best-Effort Packet Allocation

Once all other traffic has been allocated, newly arrived best-effort traffic is 
scheduled. This only occurs if all possible video packets have been allocated. The 
remaining time to be allocated is split between uplink and download traffic subject to 
a predefined downlink-uplink ratio. This ratio can be specified to the suit the needs 
of the particular design criterion.

To avoid over allocation of uplink best-effort traffic, subscribing stations provide 
feedback to the AP in the header of their voice traffic on the amount of time required 
to transmit their entire best-effort buffer. Note that this feedback does not contain 
the amount of channel time required to transmit the ARQ buffer, as acknowledgement 
feedback is provided to stations in the next frame.

With this information, the access point will allocate the maximum amount 
of channel time requested subject to fair-share, and available channel time. The 
allocation scheme is described in detail in Algorithm 2.

Once uplink slot times have been allocated to each uplink station, the AP 
determines the slot location in the frame and encodes these uplink slot locations and 
durations into the ULMAP for transmission in the Beacon packet.

4.2.5 ARQ Mechanism
Error control in TV-TDMA is handled by a Go-Back-N type ARQ mechanism. This 
allows support for segmentation of the superframe into independant downlink and 
uplink slots. In this ARQ mechanism, packet are assigned a sequence number based on 
the order transmitted. Receiving stations maintain a log of the last successful packet 
sequence number. If the next received packet is not the next number in the sequence, 
the receiving station will assume that a packet loss has occurred and disregard any 
other packets of that type. When a station provides feedback to the transmitter, 
it will acknowledge the sequence number of the last packet received in sequential
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Algorithm 2 Best-Effort Packet Allocation Scheme
1: τ < Time-Remaining-Zor-Packet-Allocation
2: 0 € Interpacket-Guardtime
3: n € Downlink-Ratio
4: Xi < Uplink Time-Requested By-Stationci
5: S = {1,2,3,4} II Set of Uplinks That Remain to be Allocated
6: λ = ητ ∕∕ Time Available for Downlink Allocation
7: L= (1 — n)r/4 ∕∣ Fair-share Time Available per Station for Uplink
8: for j = 1 to 4 do
9: if χj <u then

10: Allocate Time_to_STA(Xj,j) ∕∣ Allocate Time to Station
11: T =T-Xj
12: S = SV{j} // Remove Station j from Unallocated Uplinks
13: end if
14: end for
15: Bi < Number jof-Packets-in-BestEffort-Queue-forStation-i,i € {1,2,3,4}
16: Yi € O,i € {1,2,3,4}
17: W = {1,2,3,4}
18: while Yi 7 Bi, for any i do
19: §CW, jew, 7 <1
20: ε = ∣g∣ 3

21: k =S § € §, § = {si}, Pr[ξ = si] = i
22: P = nextPacket(k) ∕∕ Next Packet in Queue k
23: t = TXTime(P)
24: if t ≤ Λ then
25: SchedulePacket(k)
26: X=X-t-5
2^ % =*+1
28: else
29: Yk = Bk ∕∕ No Time Remaining to Allocate Packet P
30: end if
31: end while
32: T=T+X // Utilize Any Unallocated Downlink Time
33: q =(S)
34: H=S // Split Remaining Time Among Unallocated Stations
35: for all 3 € S do
36: Allocate-Time-to ST A(Φ, j)
37: end for
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order. The transmitting station must then retransmit all packets transmitted after 
that sequence number.

In TV-TDMA, sequence numbers are segmented by station and by traffic type. 
Both video and best-effort packets maintain independant ARQ queues. In addition, 
the access point maintains a separate set of sequence number for each destination 
station. As previously explained, sequence numbers are stored in the specific header 
field of the video and best-effort packets and acknowledgment feedback is provided in 
the header of voice packets.

4.3 Performance Results
In this section, the performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated. Results are 
compared versus the existing 802.11 EDCF protocol. The scenario used for compar
ison is the one presented in Section 4.1.3.1 with voice, video and best-effort services 
provided to each station. Parameters from Tables 4.2 and 4.3 are used with additional 
parameters for TV-TDMA summarized in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7: TV-TDMA Parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Uplink Guard 200us Downlink Guard 200us

Inter-station Uplink Guard 50us TV-TDMA Beacon Period 10ms
Physical Layer Used 802.11a Downlink Ratio 0.66

4.3.1 Video Performance
The jitter performance of the video streams for both protocols is shown for the first 
and third video streams in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 respectively (Stations 2 and 4 are 
not shown for brevity). The difference in profile of TV-TDMA from EDCF is a 
result of the frame based structure of the scheme. This is because in TV-TDMA, a 
packet arriving during a frame will not have the opportunity to be transmitted until 
the following frame. For this reason, the TV-TDMA PDFs have have a two large 
peaks separated in distance approximately by the length of the frame (10ms). EDCF
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however has the jitter profile centered around the origin (or Oms). From these graphs 
it is unclear which protocol offers better performance.

Table 4.8 provides more detailed statistics on this performance. It shows that

Table 4.8: TV-TDMA Video Stream Frame Statistics

Station Number: 1 2 3 4

Number of Transmitted Frames: 15000 15000 14994 14999

EDCF
Successfully Received Frames: 14535 14543 14535 14548
Unsuccessful Frames: 465 457 459 451
Minimum Frame Delay (ms): 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.10
Maximum Frame Delay (ms): 117.7 117.8 117.5 126.7
Avg. Frame Delay (ms): 11.67 11.72 11.76 11.82
Standard Deviation of Frame Delay: 23.73 23.80 23.82 24.00

TV-TDMA
Received Frames: 15000 15000 14994 14999
Dropped Frames: 0 0 0 0
Minimum Frame Delay (ms): 0.5 1.2 1.98 3.3
Maximum Frame Delay (ms): 32.7 33.68 38.76 37.97
Avg. Frame Delay (ms): 6.28 7.71 9.35 10.72
Standard Deviation of Frame Delay: 3.13 3.22 3.37 3.24
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TV-TDMA is able to provide more bounded delay for the variable bitrate video. This 
is clear by observing both the variation in delay (through the maximum/minimum 
delay) as well as the large difference in the delay standard deviation. Although EDCF 
is able to offer a lower minimum delay, the upper delay bound is a factor of 4 larger 
than TV-TDMA. Additionally, TV-TDMA is able to offer a better successful delivery 
percentage of video frames.

4.3.2 Voice Performance
The performance of the voice streams is also an important measure when comparing 
both schemes. The jitter performance for a station’s downlink voice is shown in 
Figure 4.10 and the uplink voice in Figure 4.11. Performance of additional stations is 
similar and not shown for brevity. These graphs show much better performance for 
the TV-TDMA scheme. This is due to the fixed scheduling of voice packets within 
the TV-TDMA frame resulting in negligible jitter for voice irrespective of other traffic 
levels. Additional statistics for all stations is presented in Table 4.9. From this, the 
trade-offs associated with each scheme are clear. The individual packet delay for 
uplink in TV-TDMA is much higher than the downlink delay and that of EDCF. 
This is due to the packet being transmitted at the end of the frame. This amount of 
delay however is still acceptable as the variation in delay is negligible.
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Table 4.9: TV-TDMA Voice Stream Statistics

Station Number: 1 2 3 4

EDCF
% of Successfully Received Packets (Uplink): 100% 100% 100% 100%
% of Successfully Received Packets (Downlink): 100% 100% 100% 100%
Average Uplink Delay (ms): 0.59 0.73 0.60 0.61
Average Downlink Delay (ms): 0.40 0.42 0.53 0.44
Delay Standard Deviation (Uplink): 0.62 0.72 0.56 0.56
Delay Standard Deviation (Downlink): 0.31 0.33 0.38 0.36

TV-TDMA
% of Successfully Received Packets (Uplink): 98.98% 98.92% 99.10% 99.07%
% of Successfully Received Packets (Downlink): 99.04% 98.98% 98.89% 99.00%
Average Uplink Delay (ms): 9.50 9.60 9.71 9.83
Average Downlink Delay (ms): 0.213 0.277 0.341 0.406
Delay Standard Deviation (Uplink): 0 0 0 0
Delay Standard Deviation (Downlink): 0 0 0 0

Regarding packet success rates, as TV-TDMA does not support retransmission 
of voice traffic due to its time-sensitivity, the packet success rate is less than EDCF.

4.3.3 Best-Effort Performance
Finally, observations are done on the best-effort stream in this scenario. The delay 
PDFs for Station 3’s downlink and uplink best-effort streams is shown in Figures 4.12 
and 4.13 respectively.

These Figures show that the delay performance for best-effort data is better 
for EDCF than TV-TDMA. This is a result of TV-TDMA using an exclusive priority 
scheme for video traffic, versus the preferred priority in EDCF by use of the configured 
window sizes. TV-TDMA however is able to take advantage of segments of lower 
bitrate video to offer improved overall throughput for these best-effort services. This 
is shown in Table 4.10 where the best-effort throughput for the downlink in TV- 
TDMA is nearly twice the available throughput for EDCF. The uplink best-effort 
datarate for both schemes is the same as these stations were not under saturation.
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Table 4.10: TV-TDMA Best-Effort Throughput Statistics

Station Number: 1 2 3 4

Uplink Datarate (Mbps): 1.000
EDCF

1.000 1.000 1.000
Downlink Datarate (Mbps): 1.167 1.121 1.742 1.689

Uplink Datarate (Mbps): 1.00
TV-TDMA

1.000 1.000 1.000
Downlink Datarate (Mbps): 2.602 2.605 2.606 2.603

4.3.4 Best-Effort Saturation Rates
To observe that maximum throughput of best-effort for both these schemes, the con
figured best-effort datarate is increased for both downlink and uplink to 5Mbps. The 
saturation throughput for this case is shown in Table 4.11. As shown the combined 
uplink and downlink throughput for TV-TDMA is nearly twice that of EDCF. In ad
dition, the dynamic allocation scheme allows the protocol to perform some admission 
control on the allowed best-effort flow. This allows the system to provide appropriate 
relations between the uplink and downlink achievable rates. This is needed as end 
users frequently require less uplink than downlink traffic. The results from EDCF 
demonstrate that under saturation, the distributed protocol does not tend to these 
needs.
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Table 4.11: TV-TDMA Best-Effort Saturation Statistics

Station Number: 1 2 3 4

Uplink Datarate (Mbps): 1.775
EDCF

1.708 1.686 1.691
Downlink Datarate (Mbps): 0.520 0.526 0.576 0.865

Uplink Datarate (Mbps): 1.275
TV-TDMA

1.274 1.274 1.274
Downlink Datarate (Mbps): 2.640 2.633 2.650 2.629

4.4 Protocol Remarks
In this Chapter, the TV-TDMA MAC protocol for use in point-to-multipoint networks 
has been proposed. This work has shown that the use of a TDMA-based MAC scheme 
can improve system performance by eliminating time wasted by during idle slots and 
during collisions.

The proposed scheme has shown to improve delay and jitter performance of 
both video and voice versus the existing EDCF scheme. This is accomplished via a 
dynamic packet allocation scheme which uses knowledge of the buffered video streams 
to dynamically design transmission schedules during each frame. Furthermore, under 
saturation conditions, the protocol has shown to provide better admission control of 
best-effort data packets in order to provide more designer flexibility during imple
mentation.
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion

In order to ensure successful operation of wireless local area networks, the need for 
medium access control schemes is clear. As performance requirements increase, as 
does the resulting research in methods of offering improved performance.

As shown in this thesis, improvements on MAC schemes can be accomplished 
in a number of ways. One such method is to improve the MAC layer data transfer 
rate. In this thesis a novel contribution was made in the development of a MIMO- 
Aware MAC scheme that utilizes MIMO antenna systems to allow multiple stations 
to simultaneously schedule data transmission. This effectively improved the overall 
network throughput and reduced the amount of packet delay.

Another such method is to provide better handling of different traffic types, 
such as video and voice. The work in this thesis analyzed the existing protocols for 
handling service differentiation and found that there are a large amount of wasted 
resources when used in a point-to-multipoint network. In addition, these existing 
schemes were unable to meet real-time service requirements when faced with variable 
bitrate video. A new TDMA-based scheme was then proposed to reduce overhead 
and dynamically schedule packets. The TV-TDMA scheme was shown capable of 
improving the networks capability of handling these real-time services.

5.1 Future Research Work
Furthering improvements to the MAC are possible. With demand increasing each 
day, the need for more efficient MAC protocols is a priority. One such possible 
direction in offering better MAC performance is examining methods of achieving the 
capacity offered by MIMO channels. In this work, the ability of MIMO to offer 
major improvements in throughput have been demonstrated. Methods of achieving 
this capacity and development the respective hardware is still an open issue in the 
community.
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In continuing work, evaluation of proposed protocols in a hardware test-bed will 
also be performed. This work will make use of commodity 802.llx based hardware 
in conjunction with the open-source MADWIFI [36]. This will provide more accurate 
performance results without design of customized hardware.
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AppendixA
Packet Overhead Calculations for 802.11a

The calculation of transmission time for a packet using 802.11a is divided into three 
components: PLCP Preamble, SIGNAL symbol and the coded symbol (containing 
the data). Defining the various quantities, the transmission time can be expressed as:

TTX = TPREMABLE + TSIGNAL + τCODED (A.1)

Both TPREAMBLE and TSIGNAL are defined in the 802.11a specifications and are 
equal to 16us and 4us respectively. The transmission time for TCODED is dependant 
on the size of the data packet as well datarate. In addition, 802.11a requires that the 
number of bits contained in the data portion of the coded symbol is a multiple of the 
number of data bits encoded per symbol. For a 54Mbps datarate, this is 216 bits. In 
order to achieve this, pad bits are added to the tail end of the packet. The number of 
pad bits depends on the length of data. In these calculations, the number of pad bits 
is assumed to be zero which provides a lower bound on the transmission time (thus a 
lower bound on the percentage overhead) of the coded symbol for an arbitrary data 
packet.

Defining the size of a data packet as X in bytes, the transmission time at 
54Mbps of the coded symbol is (derived from the specifications):

m OVERHEAD+ 8X+ 22 j
TAo DFD =-------------------- ------------ seconds

CODED 54×106 (A.2)

Where the OVERHEAD denotes the MAC, IP and RTP overhead. If the packet 
only attaches 802.11 MAC headers to the packet, OVERHEAD = 24 x 8 bits. The 
resulting expression for transmission time of the coded symbol becomes:

_ 214+8X 1
TAo DFD =----------— secondsCODED 54 χ 106 (A.3)
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Finally, in order to find the percentage of overhead, the transmission time of 
the data packet alone must be computed. This is given as:

— 8X ,
Tn AT A =----------- c seconds54 × 106

(A.4)

Using (A.3) and (A.4), the physical layer overhead as a percentage for a given data 
packet size is:

n-(i- _8X_ 
54x106

214+8X + 20 × 10~6 54× 10°

) × 100%
(A.5)

Applying (A.5) to the example in Chapter 2 of a 188 byte MPEG2-TS packet, 
the percentage of overhead is:

8x188 ∖

1-54x106- - - - - -× 100% = 46.2% (A.6)2148x188 + 20 x 10-654x100 /
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